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that builds on the unique qualities of each identified Route 6 Heritage
Community, within the context of the themes of the larger Route 6 Corridor. The
Heritage Communities Program develops a place-based heritage strategy that
strives to make each community an even better destination for visitors, and in
turn adds to the visitor experience offered by the Route 6 Corridor. It is a
competitive program, and Youngsville was among a number of communities that
submitted applications.
The concept was locally developed during early Route 6 heritage planning and
refined with the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources (DCNR) who insisted that the Heritage Communities Program be
premised on the engagement of the community. In short, DCNR wanted this to
be “grass roots” and not “top down” planning requiring the establishment of the
Heritage Community Stakeholders Groups in each Heritage Community. This
was envisioned to be a group of area residents who met throughout this process
and even spearheaded several early action implementation actions. Members of
the Youngsville Stakeholders Group represented a cross-section of the
community and met on numerous occasions between February 2009 and
February 2010, and also helped during this period in conducting Community
Workshops and a Planning Charrette. In addition, many other residents
participated in various public forums such as during the focus group meetings
during the Planning Charrette and at the various Community Workshops.
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Flexible and Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users, through the
Heritage Areas Program under the PA Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources and a local contribution from Youngsville.
Last but not least, a special thanks to the residents and business communities of
Youngsville who not only embraced this program and participated, but more
importantly showed a genuine love for the community.
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YOUNGSVILLE HERITAGE COMMUNITIES PROGRAM
Pennsylvania Route 6 Heritage Corridor
COMMUNITY WORKPLAN

Background
A Community WorkPlan is a requirement of the Pennsylvania Route 6 Heritage
Communities Program. It is intended to establish an action-oriented framework
for local heritage and community planning and implementation in Heritage
Communities along Route 6. This is a WorkPlan for the Youngsville area that is
focused on the Borough, Brokenstraw Township and the immediate surrounding
region. While the document is important in itself the process gone through to
prepare it is probably more important. In this regard local engagement is not only
important but is required.
The process involved the engagement and discussion with a local Stakeholders
Group that was involved throughout the planning period. The document attempts
to aggregate and synthesize the input and recommendations of this Group, also
taking into account public input received at Community Workshops and a
planning charrette. The document and process also involves original and
secondary research gathered by the Route 6 planning team. The WorkPlan is
organized as follows:
BACKGROUND ACTIVITIES – DESCRIPTION
 Youngsville Heritage Communities Program
 Community Inventories - Themes and Sites, Heritage, Community
Events, Businesses, Physical and Non-Physical Needs and Visual
Conditions and design Analysis
SYNTHESIS OF INFORMATION
 Public Input review and Issues and Opportunities Statement Overview
 Issues and Opportunities Statement
IMPLEMENTATION - Planning Statements and Implementation Strategy
Overview
The Pennsylvania Route 6 Heritage Communities Program recognizes that the
action-oriented framework requires attention to both physical and non-physical
needs that address the Visitor’s Experience and the Community Context. Each
has an impact on the other, and the latter frames and directly affects the former.
Thus the Community WorkPlan must enhance the Youngsville area as a
destination and a stopover, without negatively affecting the quality of life and
community characteristics that make it a great place reside. In essence then,
this entire process is an attempt to address tourism in a context-sensitive
manner. In this regard, we recommend a number of enhancements:
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Visitor Experience Enhancement – “things to see and do”










“Trail Town” enhancements including development of a local loop trail and
becoming an important stopover on a regional land/water trail network
Building on arts heritage with an artists incubator as a building block
Tour development linking local and regional resources
Signage and weatherization enhancements and addressing sustainability
for the Wilder Museum
Cooperation and advocacy in support of development of regional natureoriented venues
Wayfinding Signage at critical attractions
Focus on enhancing river and creek recognition and access
Reuse of the former Ski Lodge and immediate area
Coordination with regional development agencies and tourism attractions

The Community Context – addressing local needs





Streetscape and Gateway Enhancements
An interrelated downtown and residential area revitalization effort
o Façades and Streetscape
o Focused building reuse
o Opening up the Brokenstraw Creek
Signing designation for “Historic Route 6” as a way to reinforce Route 6
heritage and address the need to “intercept” tourists
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BACKGROUND ACTIVITIES – DESCRIPTION
The Heritage Communities Program is an initiative of the Pennsylvania Route 6
Heritage Corporation, focused on strengthening the many vibrant communities
along the Route 6 Corridor in Pennsylvania. The Program was developed by
local stakeholders involved in the development of the Pennsylvania Route 6: Our
Heritage and a Destination for the Future – Framework for Action during 200103. These stakeholders have developed the Pennsylvania Route 6 Heritage
Communities Program that requires communities – their leaders, business
community and residents – to buy into the heritage tourism concept and process.
The program provides assistance to Route 6 communities in first identifying and
localizing heritage tourism sites, resources and themes; then developing ways to
enhance and refine these resources; and finally a way to sustain local heritage
tourism. This assumes a very inclusive grass-roots process involving local
residents, which will have an important side-benefit of making the community a
better place in which to live as well as visit.
The key to the Program is to identify and capitalize on the unique qualities of
select communities on the Corridor that reflect the themes of Route 6. These
themes are as follows:











Warrior’s Road honoring the epic stories of the warriors of many races,
genders and times fought or lived along the Corridor;
The many Natural Opportunities utilized and enjoyed by hunters,
fishermen, oilmen, tanners and miners of the region, and the changes in
the view of natural resources;
The rough terrain required Engineer’s Challenge to be met by spectacular
feats of civil engineering that made Northern Pennsylvania and its
resources more accessible;
The region has provided New Beginnings and Safe Havens for a diverse
group including Connecticut Yankees, French Aristocrats and escaping
slaves;
Visionaries, Achievers and Social Entrepreneurs of the region whose
ideas and achievements inspired and transformed the region and the
country; and
The region’s recognized position as an Outdoor Enthusiast’s Paradise
offering active and passive recreational opportunities year-round.

The Program is premised on providing technical assistance to the communities in
interpreting and localizing these themes.
Youngsville Heritage Communities Program
The unique qualities of the Pennsylvania US Route 6 Corridor are created and
affected by the communities along its length. Descriptions of the Corridor often
tout the unhurried, small-town ambiance that has not been traded for a “brand
3

name drive-through identity”. The Route 6 Community identity is authentic and
individual and is not contrived. Route 6 heritage planning recognizes that this
“community identity” must be maintained and strengthened if heritage tourism is
to prosper along the Corridor.
A request on behalf of Youngsville by Revitalization of Youngsville (ROY) was a
successful applicant in the fourth round of the Heritage Communities Program,
following Smethport, Corry/Union City and Potter County (i.e. Austin,
Coudersport and Galeton). A local visioning and participation process was
carried out to establish the elements of a local heritage tourism effort meeting the
orientation of the Pennsylvania Route 6 tourism effort while addressing local
issues, themes and resources. This approach is identified in this planning
document – referred to as a Community WorkPlan. As such, it is an actionoriented document that builds on past tourism planning, as well as regional and
local efforts.
Community Inventories - Community and Area Overview
There is a very strong identity and attachment to Youngsville and a core of highly
motivated and engaged people who want to improve it. The concept of
“Youngsville” appears to transcend the Borough itself and includes Brokenstraw
Township as well, where much of the Creek with the same name and the village
of Irvine is located. The relative location and approximate distance between
Youngsville and other nearby communities is below:
Community
Warren
Corry
Erie
Kane
Smethport
Coudersport
St. Marys
Oil City
Brookville (near I-80)
Edinboro (near I-79)
Bradford
Jamestown, NY (near I-86)
Salamanca, NY
Buffalo, NY

Approximate
Distance
10 miles
20 miles
53 miles
37 miles
51 miles
78 miles
78 miles
40 miles
71 miles
49 miles
46 miles
20 miles
56 miles
91 miles
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Demographics
The 2008 estimated populations for Warren County, Youngsville Borough,
Brokenstraw Township and the combined area of Youngsville Borough and
Brokenstraw Township are identified on Table 1 in addition to the actual Census
figures for 1990 and 2000. As shown, Youngsville Borough enjoyed a modest
3.3% increase in population between 1990 and 2000. During this same period
Brokenstraw Township saw an increase of 5.4%. However, between 2000 and
2008, Youngsville Borough has experienced a decline of just over 9% and
Brokenstraw Township a decline of just under 5%. These declining populations
between 2000 and 2008 are in line with declines experienced at the County level
with Warren County showing a decline of 7.1%. Taken together, the combined
area had a 2000 population of 3,902 and an estimated 2008 population of 3,635.
This is a decline of 6.8%. Overall, the data suggests that increases sustained
between 1990 and 2000 have reversed since 2000. The forthcoming 2010
Census will verify if in fact the estimates and declining recent trends are in fact
accurate.
TABLE 1
DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE – 1990-2008
Youngsville Borough Heritage Communities Program Area

Area
Warren
County
Youngsville
Borough
Brokenstraw
Township
Combined Area

1990
2000
Population Population

%
Change
19902000

2008
Population
Estimate

%
Change
20002008

%
Change
19902008

45,050

43,863

-2.6%

40,728

-7.1%

-9.6%

1,775

1,834

+3.3%

1,666

-9.2%

-6.1%

1,962

2,068

+5.4%

1,969

-4.8%

+0.4%

3,737

3,902

+4.4%

3,635

-6.8%

-2.7%

Source: US Census Bureau

Population projections are available through 2030 on a county basis through the
Pennsylvania State Data Center, using standard accepted methods. Table 2
summarizes some major data and trends from these projections for Warren
County.
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TABLE 2
POPULATION PROJECTIONS: 2010 – 2030
Warren County
Factor

2000*

2015

2020

2025

2030

County
43,863
39,425
Population
%
NA
-10.1%
Change
% Change
NA
+2.1%
in PA
Warren County Population
% 65+
15.0%
19.0%

37,548

35,723

33,935

32,145

-4.8%

-4.9%

-5.0%

-5.3%

+1.2%

+1.4%

+1.4%

+1.1%

21.2%

24.4%

28.0%

30.3%

% 25-49

26.9%

25.3%

25.8%

26.2%

34.8%

2010

28.8%

Source: Detailed Population Projections; PA State Data Center; 2008.
* Actual Census figures; others are projections

Projections suggest a steady declining population during the 30-year period,
anticipating a drop of around 5% per 5 year period at a time the state’s
population is expected to increase by just over % during the same 5 year period.
In terms of percent, the projected 2025-30 decline of 5.3% is significant most
likely signifying the mortality of the Baby Boomers.
During this 30-year period the County is expected to experience a continuation of
the maturing of the population base, as reflected in the percent composition of
those 65 years of age and of the population older from roughly 15% in 2010 to
30% in 2030. At the same time, the percent composition of persons in the familyforming/sustaining cohort between the ages of 25 and 49 is expected to decline
from 34.8% to 26.2%, although this percentage is expected to hold relatively
steady from 28.8% in 2010 to 26.2% in 2030.
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Economics
Employment and Number of Establishments
The economic base of the Warren County has undergone change throughout the
recent and distant history. Economists look at employment bases in several
ways, including by place of residence (where employees reside) and by place of
work (where people work regardless of where they live). The decennial Census is
the place where information by place of residence is available on a municipal
basis. Given the age of available Census data (i.e. 2000) this data is not
meaningful at the time of this writing in early-2010. Given the fact that detailed
2010 Census data is not anticipated for awhile, this study uses more recent place
of work data even though it is available only on the County basis. Overall, place
of work data has been found to be a better barometer of local economic activity
in Route 6 economic analyses anyway.
Before reviewing this data for Warren County descriptive background information
is reviewed. Table 3 reviews and compares information from two recent County
Business Patterns reports. County Business Patterns is an annual series that
provides sub-national economic data by industry. The series is useful for
studying the economic activity of small areas; analyzing economic changes over
time; and as a benchmark for statistical series, surveys, and databases between
economic censuses. Businesses use the data for analyzing market potential,
measuring the effectiveness of sales and advertising programs, setting sales
quotas, and developing budgets. Government agencies use the data for
administration and planning.
County Business Patterns covers most of the country's economic activity. The
series excludes data on self-employed individuals, employees of private
households, railroad employees, agricultural production employees, and most
government employees.
The information is establishment based. An establishment is a single physical
location at which business is conducted or services or industrial operations are
performed. It is not necessarily identical with a company or enterprise, which may
consist of one or more establishments. When two or more activities are carried
on at a single location under a single ownership, all activities generally are
grouped together as a single establishment. The entire establishment is
classified on the basis of its major activity and all data are included in that
classification. Table 3 identifies them as firms in the respective years compared.
Paid employment consists of full- and part-time employees, including salaried
officers and executives of corporations, who are on the payroll in the pay period
including March 12. Included are employees on paid sick leave, holidays, and
vacations; not included are proprietors and partners of unincorporated
businesses.
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TABLE 3
ECONOMIC PROFILE AND CHANGE
Warren County 1998-2007

Economic Sector
Forestry, fishing, hunting, and agriculture
support
Mining
Utilities
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Transportation & warehousing
Information
Finance & insurance
Real estate & rental & leasing
Professional, scientific & technical
services
Management of companies & enterprises
Admin, support, waste mgt, remediation
services
Educational services
Health care and social assistance
Arts, entertainment & recreation
Accommodation & food services
Other services (except public
administration)
Unclassified establishments
Total

1998
2007
Employees Employees

%
Change

1998
Firms

2007
Firms

%
Change

43
329
136
251
4,609
287
2,608
378
188
463
67

0-19
239
139
258
3,122
288
2,216
1,037
164
500-999
67

NA
-27%
+2%
+3%
-32%
+0.3%
-15%
+174%
-13%
NA
0%

16
31
8
66
82
39
184
33
15
55
18

9
35
9
68
67
32
152
33
17
53
18

44%
+13%
+13%
+3%
-18%
-18%
-17%
0%
+13%
-4%
0%

220
500-999

301
132

+37%
NA

48
3

52
5

+8%
+67%

107
67
2,358
66
1,007

164
167
3,029
20-99
863

+53%
+150%
+28%
NA
-14%

25
5
93
14
110

29
7
110
17
83

+16%
+40%
+18%
+21%
-25%

748
804
+7%
153
135
13
1
7
0-19
NA
15,654
13,640
-13%
1,011
932
Source: US Census Bureau; County Business Patterns
Note: Ranges in italics are all that are available for certain sectors, precluding determination of exact percentages

-12%
-92%
-8%
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Data presented on Table 3 above suggests the following trends as reflected in
employment and/or number of establishments:
Employment in manufacturing is very important even though employee
levels (-32%) and number of firms (-18%) have declined during the 19982007 period. Another local anchor retailing has also sustained losses on
both fronts (15% and 17% respectively).
On the positive side, educational services as well as health care and
social services have both sustained impressive increases in employment
as well as the number of establishments involved. Taken together, these
two sectors added 771 employees and 19 establishments in the period
reviewed.
The
transportation
and
professional/technical sectors
increases during this period.

warehousing,
also sustained

administrative
and
notable employment

Two sectors classically associated with tourism (in addition to retail) are
the arts/entertainment/recreation and accommodations/food services. The
arts/entertainment/recreation saw an increase in the number of
establishments, however accommodations/food services experienced a
decline both employment and number of establishments during the 19982007 period.
Unfortunately, reliable information on a small municipal basis is only available via
the US Census, reflects data by place of residence and more recent data is not
anticipated until 2012.
Other relevant economic figures and trends are
summarized below:
Place of residence data shows that the total civilian labor force (not
seasonally adjusted) in Warren County for December 2009 was 21,500, of
which 19,800 were employed and 1,700 were unemployed. The
unemployment rate was 8.1% at the time the statewide rate was 8.5%.
The average weekly wage for Warren County in 1st Quarter 2009 was
$602, 69.9% the statewide weekly wage of $861. This would be equivalent
to $15.05 per hour or $31,304 per year, assuming a 40-hour week worked
the year around.
Average weekly wages varied considerable among the County’s economic
segments in 2008 (most recent annual figures available by segment)
o Accommodation and Food Services
$202
o Health Care and Social Assistance
$586
o Manufacturing
$807
o Retailing
$384
10

Market Segmentation
Econometrics is a field always showing sophistication and even localization. One
approach in understanding economic markets is the Nielsen Claritas PRIZM
segmentation system that brings together household and geographic level data.
PRIZM attempts to capture demographic and lifestyle data to help companies
target their customers. It also provides those not marketing a good or service
with a “snapshot” view, perhaps oversimplified, of how small areas (i.e. Zip Code
level) may be profiled. The PRIZM model contains 66 segments consistent at
both the household and geodemographic levels. The 66-segment model resulted
from standard demographic measures – Age, Income, Presence of Children,
Marital Status, Homeownership and Urban/city. The most common PRIZM
segments and larger social groups identified for Youngsville Borough (16371) are
as follows:
Back Country Folks (Downscale, Older Mostly w/o Kids) - Strewn among remote
farm communities across the nation, Back Country Folks are a long way away
from economic paradise. The residents tend to be poor, over 55 years old and
living in older, modest-sized homes and manufactured housing. Typically, life in
this segment is a throwback to an earlier era when farming dominated the
American landscape.
Crossroads Villagers (Downscale, Older w/o Kids) - With a population of whitecollar couples and families, Crossroads Villagers is a classic rural lifestyle.
Residents are high school-educated, with downscale incomes and modest
housing; one-quarter live in mobile homes. And there's an air of self-reliance in
these households as Crossroads Villagers help put food on the table through
fishing, gardening, and hunting.
Bedrock America (Downscale, Middle Age w/ Kids) - Bedrock America consists
of economically challenged families in small, isolated towns located throughout
the nation's heartland. With modest educations, sprawling families, and service
jobs, many of these residents struggle to make ends meet. One quarter live in
mobile homes. One in three haven't finished high school. Rich in scenery,
Bedrock America is a haven for fishing, hunting, hiking, and camping.
The above three segments are within the larger Rustic Living social group. These
segments represent the nation's rural towns and villages, having relatively modest
incomes, low education levels, aging houses and blue-collar occupations. Many of the
residents, a mix of young singles and seniors, are unmarried. Typically, these
consumers spend their leisure time in such traditional small-town activities as fishing and
hunting, attending social activities at the local church and veterans club, and enjoying
country music and car racing.
Shotguns & Pickups (Lower-Middle income, Younger w/ Kids) - The segment
known as Shotguns & Pickups came by its moniker honestly: it scores near the
top of all lifestyles for owning hunting rifles and pickup trucks. These Americans
tend to be young, working-class couples with large families, living in small homes
and manufactured housing. Nearly a third of residents live in mobile homes, more
than anywhere else in the nation
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Heartlanders (Lower-Middle income, Older Mostly w/o Kids) - America was once
a land of small middle-class towns, which can still be found today among
Heartlanders. This widespread segment consists of older couples with whitecollar jobs living in sturdy, unpretentious homes. In these communities of small
families and empty-nesting couples, Heartlanders residents pursue a rustic
lifestyle where hunting and fishing remain prime leisure activities along with
cooking, sewing, camping, and boating.

The above two segments are within the larger Middle America social group,
which is categorized as including lower-middle-class homeowners living in small
towns and remote exurbs. Typically found in scenic settings throughout the
nation's heartland, Middle Americans tend to be white, high school educated,
living as couples or larger families, and ranging in age from under 25 to over 65.
Like many residents of remote communities, these conservative consumers tend
to prefer traditional rural pursuits: fishing, hunting, making crafts, antique
collecting, watching television, and meeting at civic and veterans clubs for
recreation and companionship.
The above segments and social groups may be an oversimplification, but the
demographic data taken into consideration by the Nielsen Claritas PRIZM system
suggest the existence of community-oriented but perhaps lower income
segments of the Youngsville area community.
Tourism Spending Patterns
General spending and related economic impacts for tourism are included in a
series of reports entitled The Economic Impact of Travel and Tourism in
Pennsylvania (Global Insight), which tracts spending patterns at the County level.
Between 2004-07 visitor spending in Warren County increased by 8.7%, from
$50.7 million to $55.1 million. However the percentage share of the total county
economy from visitor spending fell from 1.2% in 2004 to 0.9% in 2007. The
following summarizes visitor spending by category (dollars in Millions):
Category

2004

2007

% Change

Transportation
Food & Beverage
Lodging
Shopping
Entertainment
Other
TOTAL

$ 7.59
$17.81
$10.11
$ 8.55
$ 4.72
$ 1.92
$50.70

$ 8.98
$18.61
$11.33
$ 7.63
$ 5.08
$ 3.48
$55.11

+18.31%
+ 4.49%
+12.07%
- 10.76%
+ 7.63%
+81.25%
+8.70%

The largest individual segments are Lodging and food and beverage, each
showing increases. All segments with the exception of retail shopping showed
increases during this period. The decline in shopping spending also was seen in
the other Pennsylvania Wilds region counties during this period (i.e. Cameron,
12

Clarion, Clearfield Clinton, Elk, Forest, Jefferson, Lycoming, McKean, Potter and
Tioga).
Tourism Employment Impacts
The same report noted above reveals that in 2007, 789 people in Warren County
were directly employed in tourism-based businesses, approximately 2.3% above
the figure for 2004. When adding those persons indirectly benefiting from
tourism (i.e. suppliers of tourism businesses, impacts of buying power from those
directly employed in tourism, and other secondary beneficiaries), a total of 1,210
persons are affected by tourism employment, representing nearly 7% of the
County’s economy. Wages from those directly employed in tourism businesses
amounted to $21.2 million in 2007, approximately 7.5% higher than the 2004
figure. Again, when considering those directly and indirectly benefitting from
tourism, the 2007 figure is just over $37 million.
Localized Information
The Pennsylvania Route 6 Tourism Infrastructure Plan (2008) helps localize the
direct impacts alluded to above. The above Plan identified just under 200
tourism resources within Warren County, including:
63 accommodations/food services
27 arts, entertainment and recreation providers
108 tourism-oriented retail establishments

Most of these resources are between Youngsville and Warren on Route 6 with a
number on Route 62 north between Warren and Russell. There are very few
resources between Youngsville and Corry, to the west. In the immediate
Youngsville area the following were noted:
There were 3 establishments categorized as offering accommodations and food
services, including motels/inns, diners, restaurants, fast food and campgrounds;
There was 1 arts, recreation and entertainment establishment; and
There were 11 tourism-oriented retail/service establishments ranging from
bowling, art/gift shops, convenience stores and various retail stores.

Finally, the Pennsylvania Travel Profile presents an overview of overnight leisure
travel for the Pennsylvania Wilds Region (2007), summarized as follows:
Median Age:
Median Household Income:
Traveling Party:
Primary Purpose of Stay:
Average length of Stay:
Primary Accommodations:
Top Activities:
Secondary Activities:
Average Per Diem Expenditures:
Average Per Trip Expenditures:

32
$49,800
Family
Visiting family/friends
4.2 days
Private Home
Sightseeing, Dining, Shopping
Attend Sports Event,
Hunting/Fishing, Camping
$48.80/person
$600
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Historical and Architecturally Significant Buildings, Sites, and Themes
This subsection outlines existing and demolished structures and sites having
some role in the heritage of Youngsville. The Study Area includes the Borough of
Youngsville and Brokenstraw Township in Warren County, Pennsylvania.
National Register Sites and Properties
The National Register of Historic Places was established by the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966 as the standard for preservation efforts (Section 101).
It is the “hall of fame” of places that are important to the American people. To be
eligible for listing on the National Register, a property must pass a rigorous
review at the state and federal level. It is not easy to list a property on the
National Register, so the properties that are listed are truly worthy of
preservation.
The National Register recognizes several categories of resources including
single objects, structures, or buildings and groups of resources within a site or
district. Regardless of category, the resource must possess integrity of location,
design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. The property
must also be significant, as determined by these criteria:
It must be associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of our history; or
It must be associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or
It must embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction, or
o Represent the work of a master, or
o Possess high artistic values, or
o Represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may
lack individual distinction, or
It must have yielded, or be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or
history (abstracted from 36 CFR Part 60.4).

In Pennsylvania, the Pennsylvania Historic and Museum Commission (PHMC)
maintains an inventory of historic properties. It includes not only those that have
been listed on the National Register but also those that have been determined to
be eligible for listing. It also lists resources that have been reported by
professional and amateur archaeologists and historians that have not been fully
evaluated regarding the National Register criteria but which appear to meet those
criteria or are important to a local community.
The PHMC records identify one property that has been listed on the National
Register of Historic Places. It is the Irvine United Presbyterian Church located in
the Village of Irvine near the Allegheny River near the eastern limit of
Brokenstraw Township. One property has been determined to be eligible for
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listing on the National Register; it is the “Old Bridge” on Old Airport Road in
Brokenstraw Township.
The PHMC lists other properties in their database that have historical value.
They were recorded but have not yet been evaluated or are ineligible for
inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places. Also included are bridges
near Youngsville that were submitted by PennDOT, several of which have been
determined to be ineligible for listing on the National Register.
The recorded historical resources in Youngsville Borough are located on East
Main Street (SR 3022) to the east and Highland Avenue (SR 4013) to the north
and the railroad to the south. In Brokenstraw Township, the known historical
resources are located along SR 3022 towards Irvine to the east, along Route 6,
Route 27 and in the Buckaloons to the east of Youngsville. These resources are
summarized in Tables 4 and 5.

TABLE 4

KNOWN HISTORIC STRUCTURES
Youngsville Borough Heritage Communities Program Area
Municipality Address

Youngsville
Borough

Historic Name

Bridge, SR 4013
Bridge, SR 3022
Buckaloons

Philadelphia and
Erie Railroad
Buckaloons Stone
House

Bridge, SR 6

Brokenstraw
Township

Bridge, SR 3022
Bridge, SR 3022
Bridge, SR 3022

Biddle Estate
Irvine Bridge

Philadelphia and
Erie Railroad
Irvine Properties House F (HABS
No. PA-527)

Bridge, SR 6
Bridge, SR 27
Bridge, SR 27

National
Register
Status

Resource
Category

Year
Built

Ineligible
Ineligible
Undetermined

Structure
Structure
District

1929
1930
1862

Undetermined

Building

1837

Ineligible
Undetermined
Undetermined
Ineligible
Ineligible
Undetermined

Structure
Building
Structure
Structure
Structure
District

1924
1837
1927
1925
1918
1862

Undetermined

Building

1837

Ineligible
Ineligible
Ineligible

Structure
Structure
Structure

1924
1928
1928

Source: PA Historic and Museum Commission CRGIS; accessed June 15, 2009.
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TABLE 5

NATIONAL REGISTER STATUS SUMMARY
Youngsville Borough Heritage Communities Program Area
Municipality
Youngsville
Borough
Brokenstraw
Twp

TOTAL

Number of
Resources

Category

National
Register status

1
2
1
6
1
1
30
3
4
49

Building
Structures
Structure
Structures
Structure
Building
Sites
Sites
Sites

Listed
Ineligible
Eligible
Ineligible
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Eligible?
Ineligible?

The Cultural Resources Geographic Information System (CRGIS) CRGIS is a
map-based inventory of the historic and archaeological sites and surveys stored
in the files of the Bureau for Historic Preservation of the Pennsylvania Historic
and Museum Commission (PHMC). PHMC has been collecting information
concerning archaeological sites and historic resources for the greater part of a
century with presently 21,125 archaeological sites and 128,500 historic
properties in these files. Access to these paper records is free and open to the
public by appointment at the PHMC office in Harrisburg, but CRGIS is a means
of accessing some of these data from one’s computer. There is little in the way of
CRGIS information on the Youngsville area, with the only potential resources
listed other than the Irvine United Presbyterian Church summarized below and
on Figure 1:
Youngsville Theatre/Carol’s Cuts and Curls; 15 East Main Street
Philadelphia and Erie Railroad (multi-county)
New Acocks Building/Kafferin Building; Rt. 27 in Pittsfield Township
The above three have an “undetermined” historical significance and none of the
three are listed as listed or eligible for listing on the National Register.
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Figure 1
Location of known historic resources in Youngsville Borough.
Source: PHMC CRGIS, accessed May 15, 2009
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Cultural History
The area we know today as Pennsylvania has been inhabited since the end of
the last “Ice Age.” As the continental ice sheets retreated across northern
Pennsylvania, the ancestors of today’s American Indians soon arrived on this
tundra-like landscape across northern Pennsylvania. After the last Ice Age, the
people of North America adapted to the changing environment. As the climate
warmed, new plants and animals flourished. Mastodons, mammoths and other
large animals that could not adapt to the warming environment became extinct
and were replaced by the types of animals we see today.
Hunting a deer required a very different strategy than hunting an elephant-sized
mammoth. The cold weather spruce forests were replaced by nut-bearing
deciduous trees. Low-lying wetlands teemed with frogs, turtles, snakes, and
other edible animals and plants. Rivers supported freshwater clams, mussels,
and fish. Seasonal migrations of geese and ducks provided yet another reliable
food source. For the next 8,000 years, hunters and gatherers successfully
exploited the landscape that we know today as Pennsylvania.
One benefit of the milder climate was a more dependable food supply of wild
food. With more food, people began to live together in larger camps. They knew
their environment intimately, and moved throughout the seasons to take
advantage of available food resources. They could move to an upland forest
camp in the fall to collect acorns and hickory nuts. In the spring, they might move
down along the river to take advantage of the upstream migration of shad.
Summer might find them near wetlands (frogs and turtles) or berry patches. In
the course of the year, they might also spend time near their favorite stone
outcrop gathering chert or other rocks to be made into stone tools.
About 1800 BC, the people in eastern North America discovered that they could
take certain actions to encourage the growth of their favorite plants. Competitive
species were removed (weeding) giving the preferred species a selective
advantage. Eventually, seeds were collected and curated from growing season to
growing season. Some seed-bearing grasses, such as amaranth or
chenopodium (goosefoot) were probably encouraged in this way and became
important food staples. This artificial selection also led to a more stable and
predictable food supply, and with more food, populations grew. They had taken
the first steps toward the development of agriculture, and would soon become a
population dependent on the food they could grow rather than the food they
could find.
As people became more dependent on the crops they grew, they became
increasingly settled. The seasonal nomadic hunting and gathering ways gave
way to planting and harvesting schedules. Surplus food supplies required
storage, and stored food needed to be protected from the bacteria, mold, and
appetites of hungry animals and also from other groups of people. Family ties
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were important, but now several different family groups lived together in villages
and towns. Social organization became more complex. With a plentiful and
reliable food supply, it was no longer necessary for every person to engage in
gathering food. With the new “free time,” specialists emerged to redistribute food
and other resources within the community. Trading relationships were
established with others hundreds, even thousands, of miles away.
New artifacts came into use. Finally, the atlatl was replaced by a new weapon,
the bow and arrow. Arrows were tipped with small thin triangular chipped stone
points. Fire-hardened clay containers become common. These pots were fragile,
but they were waterproof and efficient cooking and storage vessels. They could
also be decorated with motifs and themes that were not only practical but also
culturally meaningful.
By the 1500s, many of the native people in Pennsylvania had been impacted by
the arrival of European traders, settlers, and missionaries. In some areas, they
met directly, in others, their material culture, ideas, and germs were passed
along indirectly.
Many archaeological sites have also been recorded near Youngsville Borough,
indicating that people have lived in this area for thousands of years. The
significance of these resources, summarized in Table 6, has not been evaluated
for inclusion on the National Register. A summary of the cultures represented by
these sites is also provided in Table 6. The known historic and archaeological
resources in and around Youngsville Borough represent a broad range of time
periods extending back to the earliest occupation of North America.
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TABLE 6

KNOWN CULTURAL RESOURCES
Youngsville Borough Heritage Communities Program
Cultural
Stage
Paleo Indian

Time
Period
14,000 8,000 BC

Lifestyle

Characteristic Artifacts

Big game hunters; followed herds
of mammoths and other Ice Age
animals; nomadic; lived in small
bands of people
Hunters and gatherers; seasonally
nomadic; hunted deer, elk and postIce Age mammals, birds, and fish;
large camps of related and
unrelated people

Fluted projectile points
Large projectile points and knives
Used high quality stone materials

11

Short, broad projectile points
Thick, narrow projectile points
Baskets, fishing gear, grinding stones
Used atlatl
Depended on nuts, seeds, berries in
addition to hunting
Variety of stemmed and notched projectile
points
Carved stone bowls
Used atlatl

40

Burial mounds
Clay pottery
Bow and arrow replaces atlatl
Small thin projectile points
Clay pottery

37

Unknown

6

Archaic

8000 –
1800 BC

Transitional

1800 –
1200 BC

Hunters, gatherers, and limited
gardening; also used resources
from rivers (fish, shellfish)

Early/Middle
Woodland
Late Woodland
or Late
Prehistoric

500 BC –
1200 AD
800 AD –
1550 AD

Village farmers; stockaded villages

Prehistoric

UD

Village farmers; large stockaded
villages; complicated relationships
with other groups; in Pennsylvania,
longhouses (Iroquois) and “petal”
houses (Monongahela) are known
Unknown

# of Recorded
Occurrences*

13

15

*Includes multi-component archaeological sites.
UD – Age Undetermined
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TABLE 6 continued
Cultural
Stage
Contact

Time
Period
1550 - 1700

18th Century

1701 – 1800

Early 19th
Century

1801 – 1850
AD

Late 19th
Century

1851 – 1900
AD

Early 20th
Century

1901 – 1950
AD

Historical

UD

Lifestyle

Characteristic Artifacts

Indians have initial contact with
Europeans, either directly or
indirectly (through other Indians);
begin to adopt some European
traits, such as log houses and guns
Frontier farmers (European,
African, and Indian); small towns

Glass trade beads
Glass bottles
Metal tools and containers (iron, brass,
copper)
European pottery (e.g. tin-glazed)
European pottery (creamware, pearlware)
Chinese porcelain
Local redware and stoneware
Iron hardware
Forged nails
Creamware, pearlware, porcelain
Local stoneware
Machine-cut nails
Durable, mass-produced pottery
(ironstone)
Machine made tools and goods
Ethnic traditions
Mass-produced goods
Plastic
Wire nails
Unknown
TOTAL

Farmers, millers, machinists; towns
established around waterpower;
roads and canals
Farmers, industrial workers, new
immigrants; industrial revolution;
steam power; railroads
Specialists; farms and cities;
electricity; internal combustion
engines; highways
Unknown

# of Recorded
Occurrences*
3

0

5

2

10

5

147

*Includes multi-component archaeological sites.
UD – Age Undetermined
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Recorded Sites
To date, 16 historic structures, buildings, and sites and 36 archaeological sites
have been identified near Youngsville. Many of the archaeological sites
represent more than one prehistoric culture, that is, they are multi-component
sites that were inhabited more than once since the last glaciation. Systematic
surveys to locate cultural resources have been limited, so it is likely that there are
more historical and archaeological resources that have not been reported. A
summary if archaeological sites is provided in Table 7.
All of the prehistoric sites except one are located near the confluence of
Brokenstraw Creek and the Allegheny River. Only sites on the west bank of the
Allegheny were considered in this overview, but there are many more sites on
the east bank near this important confluence.
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TABLE 7

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES
Youngsville Borough Heritage Communities Program
Site Number
(36CW) and Name

Location

Site Type

Culture Period or
Components

National
Register
Status

29
Mound 3
30
Irvine II

Irvine

Open

Middle Woodland

Undetermined

Irvine

Open

Undetermined

31
Irvine I

Irvine

Open

Buckaloons

Open

Early Woodland
Middle Woodland
Late Woodland
Contact – historic
Historic
Paleoindian
Early Archaic
Middle Archaic
Late Archaic
Transitional
Early Woodland
Middle Woodland
Late Woodland
Same as above

Buckaloons

Open

Same as above

Undetermined

Buckaloons

Open

Same as above

Undetermined

Buckaloons

Open

Same as above plus
Historic

Undetermined

Buckaloons

Open

Same as above
Less Historic

Undetermined

Buckaloons

Open

Same as above

Undetermined

Buckaloons

Open

Same as above

Undetermined

Buckaloons

Open

Same as above plus
Historic

Undetermined

Buckaloons

Open

Same as above
Less Historic

Undetermined

Buckaloons

Open

Same as above

Undetermined

NA

Open

Undetermined

NA

Open

Early Archaic
Late Archaic
Early Woodland
Archaic
Late Archaic
Historic

93
Buckaloons Area 1
94
Buckaloons Area 4
95
Buckaloons Area 5
96
Buckaloons Area 6
97
Buckaloons Area 8
98
Buckaloons Area 9
99
Buckaloons Area
10
100
Buckaloons Area
10
101
Buckaloons Area
12
102
Buckaloons Area
13
116
Mead Run
128
Railroad

Undetermined

Undetermined

Undetermined
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TABLE 7 (continued)
Site Number
(36WAxxx) and
Name
132
156
193
Irvine Bridge

218
251
Irvine Mound 1
252
Irvine Mound 2
253
Irvine Mound 3
254
Irvine Mound 6
255
Irvine Mound 4
256
Irvine Mound 8
257
Irvine Mound 9
349 Site 2-4
350 Site 2-5
351 Site 2-6
366
Irvine Mills
392
Irvine House A
404
Keller run
405
Phila & Erie RR
Bldg
406
Stone House
407
Ox Tooth
409
Log Pond

Location

Site Type

Culture Period or
Components

National
Register
Status

Buckaloons
Park

Open

Prehistoric
Historic

Allegheny
National
Forest Station

Open

Transitional

Considered
Eligible by
SHPO
Undetermined

Irvine

Open

Considered Not
Eligible by
Submitter

Anders Run

Open

Irvine

Burial mound

Early Archaic
Middle Archaic
Late Archaic
Transitional
Early Woodland
Middle Woodland
Late Woodland
Early Woodland
Middle Woodland
Middle Woodland

Irvine

Burial mound

Middle Woodland

Undetermined

Irvine

Burial mound

Middle Woodland

Undetermined

Irvine

Burial mound

Middle Woodland

Undetermined

Irvine

Burial mound

Middle Woodland

Undetermined

Irvine

Burial mound

Middle Woodland

Undetermined

Irvine

Burial mound

Middle Woodland

Undetermined

NA
NA
NA
Irvine

Open
Open
Open
Historic
industrial
Historic
domestic
Open

Prehistoric
Prehistoric
Prehistoric
1800-1900

Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Ineligible?

Historic

Eligible?

Prehistoric

Undetermined

NA

Historic
industrial

1850-1900

Ineligible?

NA

Open

Prehistoric
1825-1850

Undetermined

NA

Open

Late Woodland

Eligible?

NA

Historic

Historic

Ineligible?

Irvine
NA

Undetermined
Undetermined
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Regional Industrial Heritage
Warren County is within the Lumber Heritage Area, one of Pennsylvania's twelve
Heritage Areas. It is a grassroots effort to tell the great stories of the lumbering
era; to share the vast wealth of natural, cultural and historic resources in the
region that includes all of or parts of 15 counties in northcentral and central
Pennsylvania; and to educate visitors and residents alike about the importance of
the sustainable forest practices of today's lumber industry.
The Lumber Heritage
Region’s Interpretive
Plan
identifies
a
number of resources,
stories and context
within Warren County
and within or impacting
the
community
of
Youngsville. Table 8
summarizes resources
and events in the
general area identified in the Plan, while Tables 9 and 10 summarizes proposed
heritage related tours in and around Warren County as per that Interpretive Plan.
The
Pennsylvania
Wilds: This 12-county
region
within
the
northcentral part of
Pennsylvania includes
more than two million
acres of public lands
set aside for the
public’s
enjoyment,
including more than
1.6 million acres of
state forest and game
lands, 27 state parks,
8 wild areas, and 24
natural
areas
that
cover about 150,000
acres, the largest elk herd in the Northeast, and hundreds of miles of
backpacking trails, bike paths, trout fishing streams. PA Wilds emphasizes the
natural setting and nature-tourism. The dominant feature near Youngsville is the
500,000-acre Allegheny National Forest (ANF).
The ANF offers great
opportunities for primitive recreation, including camping, hiking, hunting,
canoeing, fishing and watching wildlife. 23,100 acres of the Allegheny National
Recreation Area are preserved and protected under the Pennsylvania
Wilderness Act.
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TABLE 8

LUMBER HERITAGE REGION SIGNIFICANCE AND RESOURCES
Youngsville Heritage Communities Program
Significance
Archeology
Industry

People
People
People

People

Towns

Towns

Towns

Description of Resource
The ANF has the best Hopewell prehistoric site in Western
PA at the Buckaloons Recreation Area in Irvine. (ANF IP)
On August 31, 1859, 4 days after Drake drilled the world’s
first oil well, John Grandin drilled the world’s second oil well
in Tidioute. Twice as deep, the well never produced oil but
did earn several superlatives according to the book, History
& Development of the Tidioute
First Dry Well
The first well to be started following Drake’s discovery
well
The first well commenced in Warren County
The first well in which the tools stuck
The first well in which an explosive charge was used
Johnny Appleseed (John Chapman) was rumored to have
had an apple nursery near Warren.
Alice G. McGee, of Warren, was the county’s first female
lawyer and the state’s second. (Historical Society)
LouAnne Johnson, from Youngsville, is a non-fiction author
having written several books including My Posse Don’t Do
Homework, which was republished as Dangerous Minds,
upon which a 1995 Hollywood movie was based, starring
Michelle Pfeiffer.
Otto Timm, of Warren, flew as flight instructor with Colonel
Charles Lindbergh’s first flight in 1922. Timm also
constructed the first plane in the county. (Historical Society)
Warren once had more millionaires per capita than
anywhere in Pennsylvania, a distinction apparently shared
with Ridgway and Williamsport at different times.
In 2004, Sugar Grove sponsored the 150th Sugar Grove
Underground Railroad Convention, the first of which was
lauded highly by Frederick Douglass. (Historical Society)
In 1795, the town of Warren was founded in the name of
General Joseph Warren who was killed in the Battle of
Bunker Hill. (Historical Society)

Location
Warren
Warren

Warren
Warren
Warren

Warren

Warren,
Elk
Lycoming
Warren

Warren

Source: Lumber Heritage Region’s Interpretive Plan (September 2005), as reviewed and
summarized by The EADS Group.
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TABLE 9

LUMBER HERITAGE AREA TOUR EXCERPTS
Youngsville Heritage Communities Program
Tour

Storyline
Sub-Brand

Mode

Locational

Old Growth
Forests
Rediscovered

Conservation
WildsWoods

Driving,
walking

Warren
Marienville,
Brookville

Hearts Content, Ander’s
Run, Tionesta, Cook
Forest
(Zahniser’s Grave)

Early Days in
the Lumber
Industry

Lumber
WildsWoods

Driving,
walking

Warren

Taming the
Floods

Town-Forest
Life
WildsWaters

Driving

Warren
Bradford

Sheffield, Holgate Toy,
Hyde-Murphy Plant,
Weyerhaeuser Plant,
Robinson House, Hearts
Content, Kane Statue
(Clarion-Little Toby Rails
Trail, Buckaloons,
Allegheny River)
East Branch Clarion
River Lake, Kinzua Dam,
Kinzua Town,
Cornplanter’s Grave,
Jakes Rocks, Kiasutha
Recreation Area
(George Stevenson
Reservoir, Sayer’s Lake,
Little Pine Lake)

Sugar Grove

Population
WildsWays

Driving

Warren

Gateways*

SB Elliott SP

Primary Sites
(add-on sites)

Not Listed

Connection
Though most virgin forest was wiped out by the pioneers and
loggers, the patches that remain are in a way the elder statesmen
of a forest which has benefited remarkably from conservation
efforts. Today’s forests have as much economic value and
wildlife as the ancient forests of old. Though they are different,
today’s old-growth indicates the great resources of the region and
their resilience in the face of change.
Lumber is the defining industry of the LHR’s forest life. Its rise
and fall underpins the character of the region and exemplifies
especially the resilience and resources of both the forests and
the people who worked there.
Tour begins at Warren visitor center, an exhibition overviews the
five eras of lumber history and identifies the sites along this tour,
including Buckaloons on Route 6
The construction of flood control projects, use of eminent domain,
recreational uses are all elements of how growing towns interact
with the abundant water resources of the region. Many of these
water bodies seem almost natural now, hiding how civilization
modified the wild.
Tour begins at the Army COE interpretive center below the
Kinzua Dam. The center interprets how towns and water ways
interact to benefit the towns in the wild.
The visitor then goes to Jakes Rocks for a view of the dam.
The visitor can then opt to go to Cornplanter’s Monument for the
story of how land was taken away from the Seneca
Many different kinds of human populations have come and gone
through the forests of the region, not the least important of which
were runaway slaves fleeing the south along the underground
railroad. Sugar Grove has become a veritable capital in the story
of the underground railroad, a hallmark to the resilience of the
people here, once again emphasizing the high degree of
importance placed on independence in this forest civilization.
Sugar Grove is recommended to have a wide variety of venues to
interpret the Underground Railroad

Source: Lumber Heritage Region’s Interpretive Plan (September 2005), as reviewed and summarized by The EADS Group.
*NOTE: Primary Gateway is identified in bold while secondary gateways are in regular font.
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TABLE 10

LUMBER HERITAGE AREA – OTHER/STAND ALONE TOUR EXCERPTS
Youngsville Heritage Communities Program
Tour

Storyline
Sub-Brand

Mode

Locational

Gateways*

Primary Sites
(add-on sites)

Allegheny
River
Recovery

Images

Car,
boat

Tionesta,
Warren

Allegheny River, Tidioute
Overlook, Allegheny
Islands
(Zahniser’s Grave)

Native
American
Archeology

Population

Car,
walking,
hiking

Warren,
Tionesta

Buckaloons, Cook
Forest, Baker Trail,
Parker's Landing
(Tionesta Indian Festival,
Cornplanter’s Monument)

Route 6 TownLife Tour

Town and
Forest Life

Car

Warren,
Bradford,
Lumber
Museum,
Mansfield

Nearby - Warren
Historical Museum,
Struther’s Theatre,
Kinzua Town, Rimrock
and Jakes Overlooks,
Kinzua Dam

Wilderness

Conservation

Car,
hiking

Tionesta,
Warren

Zahniser’s grave,
Allegheny Wilderness
Islands, Hickory Creek
Wilderness, Hearts
Content
(Ander’s Run)

Connection
The Allegheny was once a highly polluted river, owing both the oil
and lumber industries. Its near total recovery to National Wild and
Scenic status is a marvelous example of recovery and
conservation. Its state today indicates the region's resources and
resilience from damage.
Native American populations, especially Seneca, came to the
region, often times just to pass through due to the rugged terrain
and lack of game in the ancient forests, but in some locations
they came and stayed. At least for a while. In several select
locations, their archeological ruins indicate their movements
through the region.
All these historic buildings and dams indicate how people shaped
their own surroundings to accommodate the forests and wild
lands about them. The civilization in the wild retains a small-town
charm, based on a forest economy, while the dams were built
and maintained to protect the forest communities from flooding.
In short the architecture and forest life character of the region has
grown in response to its connection with the land.
There will hardly be a better resource type to exhibit the turnaround in the conservation story of the region. From the
Allegheny briar patch and massive conflagrations to today's
arguments over which areas to declare wilderness stand
testament to the great success of the conservation fathers and
the abundance of resources and their resilience in the face of
change.

Source: Lumber Heritage Region’s Interpretive Plan (September 2005), as reviewed and summarized by The EADS Group.
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Museums
There is one museum in the immediate area. The Clinton E. Wilder Museum
location is just outside of Youngsville in Irvine. The Wilder Museum offers more
than 20 exhibits and has artifacts that will intrigue any visitor: Bentwood furniture,
Seneca exhibit, Native American artifacts spanning 8000 years, one-handed
clock invented in Warren, women in World War II, furnishings from the IrvineNewbold Estate including a two-person vacuum, turn-of-the-century
transportation and fashion, and the Joe DeFrees firearms collection. Visitors
may tour with one of their friendly docents or explore on their own. Museum
hours are posted as Thursdays 5:00 PM - 8:00 PM, Fridays 1:00 PM – 4:00 PM
and Saturdays 11:00 AM – 2:00 PM.
The Wilder Museum performs
a vital function, in most cases
under tight budgets and
committed volunteers. As is
the case with many museums
across the Route 6 corridor
they
also
have
limited
operating hours. During the
planning activities the need for financial assistance for weatherization/window
replacement and general operations were noted, as was improved directional
signage on Route 6.
Historic Markers
The iconic blue and yellow PHMC Historic Markers identify important historic
sites, events and resources and are readily recognizable by heritage-tourists,
residents and the casual traveler. Table 11 summarizes the eleven (11) PHMC
markers found to be especially critical for the Study Area. A review suggests a
possible under-representation of timbering/lumber and nature themes.
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TABLE 11
HISTORICAL MARKERS
Warren County
Name
Buckaloons

Location
Buckaloons Park, near U.S.
62 E of Irvine

Category
Native American

Celeron’s
Expedition

Pennsylvania Ave. (Business
U.S. 6) at Hickory St., Warren

Exploration, Government
& Politics, Government
& Politics 18th Century

General
William Irvine

Old U.S. 6 (SR 3022) W of
U.S. 62, Irvine

Professions & Vocations

Thompson’s
Island

US 62, ~4 miles S of Irvine

American Revolution,
Military, Native American

Text
A famous Indian village at the junction of
Brokenstraw Creek and the Allegheny, visited by
Celoron in 1749 and destroyed by Brodhead in 1779.
Burial mounds excavated here indicate the antiquity
of this site.
In 1749 a French force under Celoron de Blainville
entered the Ohio valley by way of Chautauqua Lake
and Conewango Creek. A lead plate was buried at
the mouth of the Conewango claiming the area for
France.
Surveyed Donation Lands in this area in 1785. Later
bought a large tract of land, developed by his son
Callender and grandson, Dr. William Irvine. One of
the tenant houses of the estate stands opposite.
An advance party of Brodhead's expedition of 1779
into the Seneca country had a skirmish here with 30
or 40 Indians, the only fighting which took place in
that campaign, and the only Revolutionary battle in
northwestern Pennsylvania.

Source: PHMC website (www.phmc.state.pa.us; accessed May 27, 2009)
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Other History and Experiences
Several other event, persons and places create an important heritage theme to
Youngsville. These themes include the following
The Buckaloons – The whole area was once the site of a Seneca Indian
Village and previously a Hopewell culture village which has been
documented to be at least 10,000 years old former Native American
(Seneca) village located at the confluence of Allegheny River &
Brokenstraw Creek. The area is surrounded by water on three sides: The
Allegheny River, the Brokenstraw Creek, and Irvine Run. This location
was important as a "crossroads" of the "highways" of that time period:
rivers and streams. Buckaloons translated in Seneca language means
Brokenstraw. The Buckaloons Seneca Interpretive Trail, names for the
Seneca Indian tribe that once lived here, circles the entire recreation area.
National Forge – existing armaments industry with long history. The
Forge made items as diverse as stainless steel nuclear submarine
periscope tubes, casings for “smart bombs,” crankshafts for huge diesel
engines in ships, and anti-tank weapons. Its founder was Clinton E.
Wilder, for whom the Wilder museum in Irvine was named.
The Irving Story – Gen. Wm. Irving was born Nov. 3, 1741 and died July
29, 1804. He was in the military, left and became a doctor and then
rejoined the military. He represented Cumberland Co. at the 1774
convention in Philadelphia, and became Brigadier General of the
Continental Army 1779. In 1795, Irvine returned to northwestern PA and
laid out towns of Erie, Waterford, Warren and Franklin and returned to
Brokenstraw.
The Irvine United Presbyterian Church in Brokenstraw
Twp., just east of Youngsville is only and nearest National Register
resource. A Historic Marker in Irvine reads: Surveyed Donation Lands in
this area in 1785. Later bought a large tract of land, developed by his son
Callender and grandson, Dr. William Irvine.
Henry R. Rouse – the Rouse Estate – the Rouse Home - The legacy of
Henry R. Rouse lives on in the Youngsville area through The Rouse
Home, an assisted living community developed from a former “old” Rouse
building which served for over 100 years as the county poor farm.
Consistent to its mission, the Rouse Estate continually seeks to
understand and serve the needs of Youngsville area as well as throughout
Warren County, its people and its economic development. The original
marble monument from 1865 was rededicated to Henry Rouse’s memory
during a ceremony on August 21, 1993 during the 13th annual Estate
Family Picnic. It now marks the entrance to the Rouse Home as a
testimony to Mr. Rouse’s philanthropy and a reminder of the important role
played by the Rouse Estate in serving the needs of the local community.
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Additional Heritage relationships include:
Oil & Gas – heritage of the working wells in and around Youngsville.
Agriculture – Heritage of the corn fields in and around Youngsville are the
underpinnings of the Corn Festival (mid-August: music, food court, BBQ,
entertainment/games, picnic, Corn Maze, arts & crafts, etc.)
Brickyard – This facility manufactured bricks from local clay.
Johnny Appleseed wintered in area one year (Barney Hollow) –
descendants of original trees remain.
The Forest heritage
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Community Inventories - Inventory of Community Events/Activities
Comprehensive inventories of events are not readily available for all activities in
the community, although the Warren County Visitors Association does maintain a
listing of major activities and events on a calendar month basis. Some signature
events are summarized below:
Event

Location

Timeframe

Winterfest
Easter Egg Hunt
Trout season opens
Pike, walleye, muskellunge
season opens
Memorial Day Parade
Youngsville Trifecta: Golf,
Dinner, and Live
Entertainment
Children’s Theater Camp
YABA Days: Yard sales, car
show
Warren County Fair
A”maize”ing Corn Festival
CornStock Music Festival
Wild Wind Folk Art and Craft
Festival
Heritage Day
Deer season (archery)
Haunted Trail
Halloween – numerous
events
Deer season (rifle)

Youngsville
Island Park - Youngsville
Countywide
Countywide

February
March or April
April
May

Youngsville
Youngsville

May
Late June

Youngsville
Youngsville

July
Mid-July

Pittsfield
Youngsville
Youngsville
Pittsfield

August
Late August
Late August
Early September

Rouse Estate, Youngsville
Countywide
Youngsville
Various locations in Youngsville

Early October
October
October
Late- October

Countywide

Simply Christmas

Youngsville

Late November/early
December
1st weekend in
December

Based on the dates of the Youngsville area events shown above, there are many
and varied events from June through October but during the winter/early spring
part of the year appears to have a dearth of activities and events. Program
consideration of events associated with the winter sports theme and spring
events seems to be logical.
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A synthesis of the group dynamics yields the following identification of
attractions, activities and events held by the general public, as reflected in
discussion at public meetings, workshops and feedback by the local
stakeholders.
Local Attractions include various commercial, community and recreational sites
and locations in Youngsville and Brokenstraw Township, as summarized below:
Type of Resource

Resource

Commercial Sites

Mugs Café (Youngsville)
Gayle’s Memories (Starbrick)
Edgewood Court Motel (Youngsville)
Frosty Jack’s
Bower’s Sport Shop
Youngsville Public Library
Revitalization of Youngsville (R.O.Y.)
Youngsville Borough-Brokenstraw Valley Swimming
Pool and Park
Brokenstraw Creek
Allegheny River
Buckaloons Recreation Area (ANF)
Warren County Visitor Center
Art shops and studios

Community Sites and
Resources
Recreational Sites and
Resources
Other
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Nearby Regional Attractions also includes commercial and recreational, as well
as industrial and institutional resources, including:
Type of
Resource
Commercial

Attraction or event

Location and time

Just Country Gifts and Antiques
Blair Retail Store
Wheels and Deals Car Show
Warren Lions Club Car Show
Battle on Bull Mountain (bull riding)

Recreation
and
Entertainment

Tidioute
Warren
Tidioute; May
Warren; June
Hickory Creek Wilderness
Ranch; July 4

Allegheny National Forest

Tourism

Anders Run Natural Area
Hearts Content Scenic Area (National Natural
Landmark)
Tionesta Scenic and Research Natural Areas
(National Natural Landmark)

Irvine area
Allegheny National Forest

Allegheny River and Wilderness Islands
Struthers Library Theatre
Allegheny National Fish Hatchery

Allegheny River
Warren
Allegheny River at Kinzua
Dam
Warren; mid-July
Warren; September
Irvine area
Tidioute; late September
http://www.dcnr.state.pa.us/
FORESTRY/oldgrowth/

Rib Cook-off & Music Festival
Allegheny River Jam & Arts Festival
Cornplanter State Forest
PA State Championship Fishing Tournament
Penns’ Woods: An Auto Tour of Old Growth
Forests
Big Bend Visitor Center

Heritage

Hickory Creek Wilderness Ranch
City of Warren
“Chair”ity Race & Music in the Park
Longhouse National Scenic Byway
Rimrock Overlook
Warren Historic District
Simpler Times Museum
Pleasures & Treasures Folk Art Faire
Busker’s Festival
Farmer’s Market
Warren County Fair
Wild Wind Folk Art & Craft Festival
Old Fashioned Christmas

Allegheny National Forest

Allegheny Reservoir at
Kinzua Dam
Tidioute
Warren
Warren; July 3
Allegheny Reservoir
Allegheny Reservoir
Warren
Tidioute
Warren County Fairgrounds;
mid-July
Warren; June
Warren; July-October
Early August
Warren County Fairgrounds;
early September
Warren; NovemberDecember
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Activities of various types were mentioned, ranging from active recreation to
more passive pursuits, including:
Type of Activity

Identification

Nature Tourism

Birding
Geocaching
Wildflower viewing
Hiking Trails/Rails-to-Trails
Mountain biking
Wildlife viewing
Snowmobiling
Cross-country skiing, sledding
Archery
Fly Fishing clinics
Fishing – trout
Fishing – walleye, pike, muskellunge
Hunting – deer
Hunting – turkey
Hunting – bear
Hunting – small game
Fishing
ATV’s
Motorcycling
Bicycling
Canoeing and kayaking on the Allegheny River
Fall Foliage
Back Roads
Scenic Drives – Route 62
Historic building tours

Active Sports

Passive Pursuits
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Local Comment Summary
Numerous attractions, businesses and attractions were noted during the
research and planning process, many of which were noted in the above tables.
Overall, the following summarizes the central themes associated with these
resources.
TYPE
Outdoors

DESCRIPTION

The community is uniquely positioned to take advantage of
the many outdoor types of activities especially those
associated with hunting, fishing, hiking, and especially
water-related active/passive outdoor pursuits given the
proximity of the Allegheny River and Brokenstraw Creek.
While the downtown commercial district has had its share
Commercial
of triumphs and challenges the arts are seen as one
unique advantage that the community can build on as an
anchor. Getting traffic off of the Route 6 bypass and the
streetscape enhancement project both would help
reinforce commercial area revitalization.
The Wilder Museum is seen as a real asset in tourism,
Museums
interpreting the cultural and historic heritage of the
community.
It is operated on a part-time basis by
volunteers who do the best possible job with limited
funding and spare time, and as most local museums,
continually faces financial challenges..
ANF is a unique resource and magnet for nature tourism in
Allegheny National
the region, with the Buckaloons being particularly close.
Forest
The ANF coupled with the Kinzua Dam resources provides
the community with a base of visitors that it can also
attract.
Recreation/Amusement More recognition is being given to the Allegheny River by
Youngsville and by Warren, Tidioute and other nearby
communities. The Heritage Community planning process
has appeared to give some of this “river consciousness”
focus on the Brokenstraw as well.
Publicized events and activities a varied orientation, with
Community Calendar
some having a regional draw (i.e. YABA Days, the Warren
County Fair, the A”maize”ing Corn Festival) and some
being more local (i.e. the Christmas and Halloween
activities). In terms of unique events, the Corn Festival has
an immense draw potential.
Regional resources such as the many and varied ANF
Attractions
resources and the River were noted. Local comment
suggests physical enhancements and signage may make
the Wilder Museum an even more valuable attraction.
Outdoor sports and hunting seasons were seen as
Seasonal Activities
important activities, especially in the spring and fall. There
is a hope that the community can recapture its place in
winter sports.
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Community Inventories - Inventory and Survey of Businesses
The Youngsville Borough area “business district” identified by the consulting
team actually consists of two separate areas, the in-town pedestrian scale district
along East and West Main Street and the Highway Commercial west of
Youngsville on Route 6. The following summarizes the types of businesses in
these areas as identified in a windshield survey in August 2009:
Downtown: Compact Commercial Business district (CBD) along East and West
Main Street:
Bowling Alley
Pharmacy
PNC Bank
American Legion
Sport Shop
Auto Parts Store
Small gift shop
Supermarket
Home and Garden Store
Several small restaurants/bars
Gas Station (PA Oil advertised)
Artist Coop/Arts Gallery (numerous artisans)
Funeral Home
Other miscellaneous stores – computer service, framing shop, hair salon,
insurance, amusement establishments
Several vacant storefronts; stores

Highway Commercial West of Youngsville on Route 6:
Motel
Dairy Queen
Manufactured Home Sale Dealer
Outlet City
Tractor Sales
Trucking Company
Produce Market
Warren County Christian School,
Driving Range
Restaurant
Beverage Distributer
Convenience stores - BP & Kwik Fill;
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Perceptions – Views from an Outside Visitor
Taken together, the Youngsville business areas provide a limited assortment of
goods and services to year-round residents, seasonal residents and more casual
visitors. Perhaps its most unique business characteristic is the fact that an
Artist’s Cooperative is essentially the comparative shopping anchor within the
compact CBD. As the inventory suggests, Youngsville Borough has the capacity
to meet the basic needs of the traveling public. Salient perceptions include:
The business areas are divided by the Route 6 Bypass and the Route 6
traveler probably would have difficulty knowing what is available along
East and West Main Streets just off of the Bypass.
The pedestrian-oriented Downtown area is pedestrian-friendly given the
fact that traffic is moderate and regional traffic is on the Bypass.
Business hours vary considerably and there appear to be limited offerings
after 5:00 PM.
To the consulting team, there appear to be the types of retailing gaps as
one would expect in a smaller town, including little or no offerings related
to the outdoors, which is seen as a local tourism opportunity.
With the exception of the Artist’s Cooperative, most of the local
businesses provide goods and services that may attract only local
residents.
The choice of accommodations and to a lesser extent dining is rather
limited, consisting of locally-owned (rather than chain) older
establishments.
Tourism planning theory suggests a rough rule of thumb that viable business
districts that attract visitors need a minimum of ten (10) businesses that are
visitor-retail, ten (10) businesses that are food-related and at least ten (10)
businesses that are open after 5:00 PM. While an oversimplified view of a
complex matter, the Youngsville area business areas do not appear to meet this
rule of thumb, although the Greater Youngsville/Warren area may.
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Business Survey
A survey of businesses was conducted during mid-2009. The questionnaire was
developed in consultation with the local Stakeholders Committee. The
stakeholders helped develop a listing of commercial and services businesses
most closely associated with tourism and addresses and personally dropped off
questionnaires, with completed questionnaires returned to the Consultant.
Overview of Responses: Stakeholder Group members distributed the questionnaires
personally, focusing on those businesses particularly serving visitors and vacationers. A
total of twenty-two (22) responses were received representing an overall return of 33%,
which exceeded our internal 25% target. The detailed returns are as follows, with a
good response from retailers, financial services, personal services and the creative arts.

TYPE
Lodging: Motel, hotel, B&B, etc.
Retailing: Gifts, convenience goods, hardware,
etc.
Eating/Drinking Establishments: Restaurants,
taverns, etc.
Food Products/Services: Food products, snacks,
groceries, etc.
Recreation services: Guide, outfitter, sporting
equipment, etc.
Attraction: Amusement, museum, entertainment
establishment, etc.
Medical/Dental Goods/Services
Other Professional Services: Legal, accounting,
etc.
Automotive Goods/Services: Fuel, service,
automobile parts, sales, etc.
Financial Services: Banking, real estate,
insurance, etc.
Personal/Household Services: Plumbing,
contracting, hairstyling, repair, etc.
Rental
Business Services: Data processing, copying,
etc.
Storage/Wholesaling
Creative Arts
Other
No Response
TOTAL

Youngsville Borough
#
%
1
4.5
6
27.3

22

0

0.0

3

13.6

0

0.0

0

0.0

0
1

0.0
4.5

0

0.0

3

13.6

3

13.6

0
0

0.0
0.0

0
3
2
0

0.0
13.6
9.1
0.0
100%
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Business Operations: Overall, the responses are from long-term (20+ years) fulltime operations together employing 126 persons, with 55% being full-time
employees.
a. Number of operational years for responding businesses: Long-term orientation
RANGE
1 year or less
2-5 years
6-10 years
11-20 years
More than 20 years
No Response
TOTAL

Youngsville
Borough
#
%
2
9.1
0
0.0
1
4.5
8
36.4
11
50.0
0
0.0
22
100%

b. Business a full-time or part-time operation: Full-time orientation
TYPE
Full Time
Part-time
No Response
TOTAL

Youngsville
Borough
#
%
16
72.7
4
18.2
2
9.1
22
100%

c. Number of people employed in businesses: Part-time profile in keeping with
seasonal business orientation
TYPE
Full Time employees
Part-time employees
TOTAL

Youngsville
Borough
#
%
69
54.8
57
45.2
126
100%

d. Business hours varied greatly among the respondents. The “typical business
day” is difficult to generalize, due to the special needs and markets of the
businesses. As an illustration, businesses generally open between 7:00 AM and
noon, with 9:00 AM being the most common. While nearly two-thirds close
between 5:00 PM and 6:00 PM, only approximately 20% stay open past 6:00 PM.
The lack of later closings is likely anticipated due to either the perceived or real
lack of need to serve the visiting public, perhaps differing Youngsville Borough
from some other comparably sized Route 6 communities not as associated with
visitors and seasonal residents. Just over 70% of the responding businesses
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note Saturday hours and just over 40% note Sunday hours as well, again
differing the community from other Route 6 communities.
Perceived Busy Days/Seasons:
a. Most designate Fridays as the “busiest day”. No difference also received a
number of responses.
DAY
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
No Difference
No Answer

Youngsville
Borough
#
%
2
9.1
0
0.0
1
4.5
1
4.5
7
31.8
4
18.2
0
0.0
6
27.3
1
4.5

b. Summer is busiest for businesses (54.5%). Autumn, Christmas and nodifference among seasons were also indicated to a lesser extent. Multiple
Answers allowed given some seasons “tie” for certain businesses; % reflect
percent of total responses
SEASON
Summer (Memorial Day to Labor Day)
Autumn (September through November)
Christmas Season (Thanksgiving through
New Years Day)
Winter (January through March)
Spring (April through May)
Other
None; all seasons are generally the same

Youngsville
Borough
#
%
12
54.5
4
18.2
4
18.2
0
2
3
5

0.0
9.1
13.6
22.7
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Ownership: The business community reflects a local orientation within
Youngsville and Warren County.
LOCATION
A year-round resident of Youngsville
Borough
A part-time resident of Youngsville Borough
A year-round resident of another Warren
County Community
A part-time resident of another Warren
County Community
A part-time resident of an adjacent County
Other; none of the above applies
No Answer
TOTAL

Youngsville
Borough
#
%
14
63.6
0
4

0.0
18.2

0

0.0

0
3
1
22

0.0
13.6
4.5
100%

Route 6 Location: The relative importance of US Route 6 for business at the
present time is marginal in that a modest 50% rate it as either very or somewhat
important while just over 36% indicated that it is minimally or not important to
their business. The fact that many exist in spite of the fact that the Route 6
bypasses the downtown area probably explains this.
IMPORTANCE
Very Important
Somewhat Important
Minimally Important
Not Important
Other
No Answer
TOTAL

Youngsville
Borough
#
%
6
27.3
5
22.7
4
18.2
4
18.2
0
0.0
1
13.6
22
100.0%
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Sales and Trends: There are overall positive characteristics and trends among
the responding businesses.
a. The estimate of business’ annual gross sales or revenues volume suggests a
mix level of business activity. A relatively moderate number of businesses (36%)
reported sales/revenues earning in excess of $100,000 and 27% indicated a high
volume (+$250,000) of business. On the hand, 32% of the businesses reported
sales or revenues less than $100,000 and nearly 20% reported sales/revenues
less than $25,000/year.
RANGE
Under $25,000 per year
$25,000 - $50,000 per year
$50,001 - $100,000 per year
$100,001 - $250,000 per year
Over $250,000 per year
No Answer
TOTAL

Youngsville
Borough
#
%
4
18.2
2
9.1
1
4.5
2
9.1
6
27.3
7
31.8
22
100.0%

b. Sales/revenue volume trend in the prior 12 months is stable, perhaps reflecting
recessionary impacts in the larger economy, with 45.5% experiencing stability
and 27% having decreases.
TREND
Increased
Decreased
Stayed about the Same
No Answer
TOTAL

Youngsville
Borough
#
%
2
9.1
6
27.3
10
45.5
4
18.2
22
100.0%
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Customer Base/Characteristics
a. There is a variation in the “typical” daily customer/client base, with about a
third having 25 or fewer and a third having more than 50 customers/clients per
day. Just under 20% reported having over 100 customers/clients per day.
RANGE - # of customers/clients per day
Under 5
5-10
11-25
26-50
51-75
76-100
101-200
Over 200
Clients/Customers do not come to business
No response
TOTAL

Youngsville Borough
#
%
1
4.5
3
13.6
4
18.2
0
0.0
1
4.5
3
13.6
2
9.1
2
9.1
3
13.6
3
13.6
22
100.0%

b. Percentage of customer/client base that is comprised of “local” residents (i.e.
people who live in and around Youngsville Borough): There is a variation among
the respondents although few appear to be overwhelmingly dependent on local
residents only. Half of those offering a response suggest that locals account for
more than 70% of their customer base, comparatively a high percentage.
However close to a third report that locals account for less than 20% of their
business.
RANGE
base

91 – 100%
81 – 90%
71 – 80%
61 – 70%
51 – 60%
41 – 50%
31 – 40%
21 – 30%
10 - 20%
Under 10%
No Answer

–

estimated

TOTAL

customer

“Local”
#
%
2
9.1
4
18.2
4
18.2
0
0.0
1
4.5
0
0.0
2
9.1
1
4.5
2
9.1
4
18.2
2
9.1
22
100%

“Regular”
#
%
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0.0
1
4.5
0
0.0
0
0.0
1
4.5
6
27.3
7
31.8
7
31.8
22 100%

“Casual”
#
%
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0.0
2
9.1
0
0.0
3
13.6
2
9.1
4
18.2
11
50.0
22 100%
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c. Percentage of customer/client base that is comprised of “regular” visitors and
tourists (i.e. visiting local families, hunters/fishermen, seasonal residents, etc.
who you may be seen a number of times over the years): The “regular” visitors
appear to not be important to a substantial number of businesses as only 13% of
those offering a response indicated that regular visitors account for more than
20% of their business.
d. Percentage of customer/client base that is comprised of “casual” visitors and
tourists (i.e. people “passing through” who you see only once): These visitors
appear to comprise relatively low percentages of the customer base among the
businesses, with just over 80% of those offering a response suggesting they
account for under 30% of their base.
e. Overall summary: Moderate dependence on local residents with a low
dependence on the regular visitors and casual visitors.
Tourism and Business in General:
a. Clearly the businesses have sustained less than positive trends in tourism
traffic with 45.5% noting no tourism related traffic in their business and another
41% seeing no change in recent years.
TYPE
Tourist traffic has increased
Tourist traffic has decreased
No change in tourist traffic
No tourist traffic in this business
No Answer
TOTAL

Youngsville
Borough
#
%
0
0.0
2
9.1
9
40.9
10
45.5
1
4.5
22
100.0%

b. Identification of the following factors that describe present business planning:
Planned expansions are more in the way of expanding the offering of goods and
services (9.1%) and hiring new employees (9.1%) than physical expansions,
suggesting little change in business activities with relatively few closing or selling
and nearly 73% not considering any changes presently.
CURRENT PLANNING
Considering a physical expansion of my business’ physical plant
Considering expanding my offering of goods or services
Considering hiring new employees
Considering selling or closing my business
Not considering any changes at the present time
No response

Youngsville
Borough
#
%
0
0.0
2
9.1
2
9.1
1
4.5
16
72.7
1
4.5
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Future Enhancements: Respondents were asked to identify no more than the
three (3) top improvements they think would improve the community as a
business or tourism destination. Multiple responses were encouraged with
percentages reflecting percent of the total respondents favoring each type of
improvement.
a. Results suggest a mix of structural and non-structural improvements. The
most popular improvements that are seen as enhancing the community as a
business or tourist destination are:
68% of the respondents identified storefront/façade improvements among
the top improvements.
50% of the respondents identified seeing new types of businesses among
the top improvements;
27% of the respondents identified seeing streetscape enhancements
among the top improvements; and
23%
of
the
respondents
identified
having
coordinated
advertising/promotion among the top improvements.
TYPE
Storefront/façade improvements
New types of businesses
Streetscape (i.e. benches, landscaping)
Coordinated advertising/promotion
Improved property maintenance
Better signage to businesses/destinations
Additional Tourist destinations/activities
More events and festivals
Hospitality training for business employees
Rehabilitating and maintaining the large older homes
Improved street maintenance
Streamlining ordinances/regulations
A local visitors information center
Other
- Money for Business Start-Ups
- New High Paying Plant
- Don’t Put Down New Ideas

Youngsville
Borough
#

15
11
6
5
4
4
4

3
3
1
1
0
0
4

%
68.2
50.0
27.3

22.7
18.2
18.2
18.2
13.6
13.6
4.5
4.5
0.0
0.0
18.2

Thus, physical improvements are seen as being very important by a relatively
large segment of the business community, although non-structural
enhancements such as business recruitment and coordinated promotions are
also popular.
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b. New business development is a popular enhancement as noted above. The
following types of new businesses were noted as being needed and could be
sustained in the community (NOTE: due to multiple answers; percentages reflect
the total respondents for each type of business): There is a small specialty retail
orientation prevalent among respondents, with notable need for recreation and
entertainment service establishments and appreciable interest in additional
eating/drinking establishments and larger retailers.
TYPE
Eating and drinking establishments
Larger retail stores (i.e. appliance, auto, etc)
Smaller specialty stores (i.e. antique, gifts, crafts, etc.
Professional services
Personal services
Convenience stores
Recreation and entertainment services
Other
- Manufacturing

Youngsville
Borough
#
%

4
4
11
2
0
1
5
1

18.2
18.2
50.0
9.1
0.0
4.5
22.7
4.5
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Community Inventories – Recreation Related Resources
Youngsville is within the Pennsylvania Wilds Region as identified by the PA
Department of Community and Economic Development (www.visitpa.com) the
Pennsylvania Wilds are characterized by outdoor thrills, incredible mountain
scenery, and charming villages rich in history and culture. The general area in
and around Youngsville reflects this branding.
Bicycle/Hiking Trails
US Route 6 is Bicycle Route Y in northern Pennsylvania. In recent years
PennDOT has widened and paved shoulders along Route 6 in a number of the
eleven counties that form the corridor. State tourism information identifies the
corridor, attractions and even supportive businesses. Other trails in proximity to
Youngsville include:
Middle Allegheny River Water Trail - The Middle Allegheny River Water Trail is
107 river miles long, starting at Kinzua Dam and ending at the community of
Emlenton, just upstream of the I-80 bridge.
North Country Trail – Extends 4,600 miles across seven states. The trail extends
through the Allegheny National Forest to the south of Youngsville.
Youngsville to Warren Trail - This trail is intended to extend from Warren towards
Youngsville, along the Allegheny River and Brokenstraw Creek, following an
active Allegheny and Eastern Railroad line. This trail is partial and does not fully
connect Youngsville to Warren.
Tidioute Trail – The Tidioute Trail runs adjacent to the Allegheny River between
Tidioute and Buckaloons Recreation Area. This trail is part of the regional Warren
Trail, linking the City of Warren with Oil City in Venango County. The
Allegheny National Forest Trails - There is an extensive trail system existing
within the ANF. There are over 1,000 miles of hiking, biking, ATV riding, and
horseback riding trails.
Pastor Rick’s Local Loop trail – This local trail was being developed by Pastor
Rick during the planning process. It was anticipated that this trail could connect
into a proposed larger Youngsville Loop trail that would incorporate a route
through Irvine.

Local Recreation Parks
Island Park – recreation facilities and opportunities offered at the park include:
Picnic Pavilion (Good condition) – 8 tables/grills/deck near Creek
Play apparatus (Good)
Basketball Court
Ballfield/Bleacher (Fair)
Youngsville Community Building/Grange (also signed as Island Park Bldg.)
Comfort facility (Porta-John)
Tennis Court (Good)
Unmarked Court (Good)
Additional Basketball Court/Apparatus near Ford Street
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Hilltop Park Recreation Area/Brokenstraw Valley Swimming Pool - recreation
facilities and opportunities offered at the park include:
3 pavilions (w/grills/tables)
picnic area
pool
new playground
sand volleyball court
parking

Regional Recreation Areas
The Allegheny National Forest (ANF) is a major multi-purpose area administered
by the US Forest Service. ANF offers areas defined as having unique scenic,
geologic, or ecological value and are set aside for scientific observation and to
protect outstanding examples of natural interest and beauty. These natural
areas, in Warren County, include: Hearts Content Scenic Area, Hickory Creek
Wilderness Area, Allegheny River Islands Wilderness Area, and the Tionesta
Scenic Area.
During the 1920s, recreation on the ANF focused mostly on dispersed activities
like hunting and fishing, but in the 1930s, the Civilian Conservation Corps
changed the face of National Forests across the country by building hundreds of
recreation facilities, including Twin Lakes and Loleta Recreation Areas in the
ANF. These and other facilities became popular after World War II when newlymobile families discovered the joys of outdoor recreation. The creation of the
Allegheny Reservoir when the Kinzua Dam was completed in 1965 brought the
most dramatic change to developed recreation on the ANF. Within ten years, a
tremendous development program resulted in campgrounds, boat launches,
beaches, picnic areas, hiking trails and overlooks around the reservoir shoreline
and elsewhere throughout the forest.
Over time, people's changing and more sophisticated expectations led to
campground improvements like electricity, hot showers, and baby-changing
stations. Areas to watch wildlife (Buzzard Swamp, Little Drummer), trails for
cross-country skiing and motorized recreation (all-terrain vehicles, snowmobiles)
and fully accessible fishing piers, trails and restrooms have been added, too.
The ANF now offers many recreation opportunities including: swimming, hiking,
camping, fishing, motorized and non-motorized boating, wild life viewing, bird
watching, hunting, horseback riding, and cross-country skiing.
In addition, many trails through the ANF exist for ATV use, snowmobiles, and
mountain biking. Of particular note is the Rocky Gap ATV Trail. This ATV Trail
is a 20.8 mile loop located along the Warren to Tidioute Road, traversing the
forested hills of the Allegheny National Forest. It was constructed for the
enjoyment of ATV and motorbike riders of intermediate and expert skill level.
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Finding the Trail - The trailhead parking lot is located along Pleasant Drive (State
Road 3005/337), at the intersection of Forest Road (FR) 155 (6 miles south of
Warren, PA).
Riding the Trail - This trail is open to Class I ATV's, trail bikes, snowmobiles,
horses and mountain bikes. All ATV trails are marked with yellow, diamondshaped blazes. The trail is divided into two sections by Pleasant Drive (State
Road 3005/337). The trail is suitable for both trail bike and ATV use. The
southern section is 10.8 miles long and is rated MORE DIFFICULT. The northern
section is 11.1 miles long and is rated MOST DIFFICULT. Both trails are ONEWAY travel only except where otherwise posted.
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The Allegheny National Recreation Areas (NRA) total more than 23,000 acres.
Recreation areas in proximity to Youngsville include the Hearts Content
Recreation Area located 15 miles southwest of Warren and the Buckaloons
Recreation Area located just to the east of Youngsville. The follow further
describes the recreation opportunities in these areas.
Hearts Content Recreation Area
Description: Civilian Conservation Corps workers (CCC) constructed the
campground, picnic area, and pavilion in 1936. An exhibit of a hand-hewn log is
adjacent to the picnic area.
Activities: Hearts Content National Scenic Area, an old growth, remnant timber
stand, is located next to the picnic area. Here stand 300 to 400-year old white pine,
hemlock, and beech. Hearts Content Scenic Interpretive Trail winds about one mile
through this timber stand and returns to the picnic area. All facilities in the day use
area are universally accessible to people with disabilities. Hickory Creek Wilderness
is adjacent to the campground. This 8,663-acre area provides solitude, serenity and
wildlife, including bird-watching. No motorized equipment of any kind is permitted. A
11-mile loop hiking trail weaves its way through the rolling terrain, climbing in and out
of the valleys.
Services” Each of the 26 family campsites contains a picnic table, fire ring, and tent
pad. Campsites are available on a first-come, first served basis only. Two sites also
have lean-to shelters and charcoal grills. Vault toilets and pressurized water are
available and children will likely enjoy the small playground with its log cabin,
sandbox, and other attractions. There is much open area, as well.

The Buckaloons Recreation Area
Description: The Buckaloons Recreation Area is a designated recreation area within
the ANF, located approximately three (3) miles east of Youngsville. Buckaloons
Recreation Area is located on the site of a former Native American village on the
west bank of the Allegheny River.
Activities: The Buckaloons Recreation Area offers boating, camping, fishing and
hiking. The campground has restroom and shower facilities, and is located directly
adjacent to the Allegheny Wild and Scenic River and Historic Site. The campground
fee allows full use of all on-site facilities for up to eight (8) people, two vehicles and
one wheeled camping unit at each site. Some sites are large enough to
accommodate more vehicles. The campground is open from early May to end of
October. Reservations accepted early May through end of October. First come first
serve sites are also available. A group tent site will accommodate up to 50 people is
available. The Seneca Interpretive Trail begins at the boat launch in the recreation
area. The Trail is a one mile loop trail around the picnic area and campground. On
the trail, one can learn to identify tree species, observe the inter-relationship between
wildlife and the trees of the forest, and become aware of the life and death struggle
among different tree species.
PHMC Marker Text: A famous Indian village at the junction of Brokenstraw Creek
and the Allegheny, visited by Celoron in 1749 and destroyed by Brodhead in 1779.
Burial mounds excavated here indicate the antiquity of this site.
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Natural Systems Greenways
The Northwestern
Pennsylvania
Greenways
Plan
for Warren County
identified five (5)
Natural
Systems
Greenways in the
general Youngsville
area.
These
Greenways reflect
the culmination of
an inventory of the
components of the
natural and environmental infrastructure. The areas were then subjected to a
rating and ranking system that results in priorities reflecting county-wide
significance ranging from “high” to “significant” to “exceptional”. The area Natural
Systems Greenways are summarized on Table 12 below, with the number
assigned reflecting the county-wide ranking among twenty (20) Greenways.
TABLE 12
Natural Systems Greenways Overview – Youngsville Area
Youngsville Heritage Communities Program
Greenway Name
Allegheny River/Reservoir
Brokenstraw Creek
Blue Eye Run
Irvine Run
Mead Run

Ranking Priority
2
3
12
17
18

Exceptional
Exceptional
High
High
High

Total
Percent
Acreage Developed
33,359
2.2%
9,031
3.7%
841
0.1%
421
8.1%
346
2.9%

Source: Northwestern Pennsylvania Greenways Plan for Warren County, 2008.

The Allegheny River/Reservoir and Brokenstraw Greenways are among the most
significant, and are among the largest four (4) in the County. These are clearly
among the most significant Greenways, with the supportive natural infrastructure,
within Warren County, sustaining surface waters and impoundments, wetlands,
Biological Diversity Areas, State Game Lands, seeps and habitat areas of special
concern. Other large Greenways include the West Branch Tionesta Creek
(23,965 acres/Exceptional) and the Tionesta Creek (9,582 acres/Significant)
Greenways.
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State Lands
Chapman State Park is the only State Park in Warren County, located southeast
of Youngsville in Pleasant Township. The 805-acre State Park includes the 68acre Chapman Lake on the West Branch of Tionesta Creek. Adjacent to state
game lands and Allegheny National Forest, Chapman is an oasis of recreational
facilities in a vast area of wilderness. Outdoor activities include the following:
Swimming: A sand beach is open for swimming from late-May to mid-September,
8 AM to sunset. A privately operated concession stand is located at the beach
area;
Hiking and Backpacking: 12 miles of trails are available in addition to the trails at
the park, Chapman is the trailhead for backpacking trails on adjoining public
lands.
Fishing: Chapman Lake offers fishing for cold- and warm-water fish, including
brook and brown trout, largemouth bass, bluegill, sunfish, yellow perch and
sucker. ADA accessible fishing piers are on the eastern and western shorelines
of Chapman Lake.
Bicycling: Although most hiking trails are not open to bicycles, all roads in the
park and in the adjacent state game land and ANF are open to bicycles.
Boating (electric motors only) : The Lake has a boat launch and 41 seasonal
mooring spaces on the western side, and mooring for registered campers on the
eastern shoreline. A boat rental concession is in the beach area.
Camping: Modern camp sites, many with electricity are available.
The
campground has 82 campsites, modern restrooms with hot water, flush toilets
and showers, water at hydrants, an outdoor amphitheater, and a sanitary dump
station. The campground is open from mid-April to mid-December.
Other accommodations: Three (3) Camping Cottages (each sleep five people)
have wooden floors, windows, electric heat, porch, picnic table, fire ring and
electric lights and outlets. In addition, Yurts are available. These Mongolianstyle tents are round, on a wooden deck and sleep six people in bunk beds. Yurts
have a cooking stove, refrigerator, countertop, table, chairs, electric heat and
outlets, fire ring, picnic table and are adjacent to a water pump. Both the
cottages and yurts require reservations.

In addition to the typical summer activities, winter activities include snowmobiling,
ice fishing, cross-country skiing, ice skating, sledding and tobogganing. A
warming hut abuts the western side of the lake.
In addition, three State Game Land areas are located in the general Youngsville
area, with SGL #143 west near Pittsfield, SGL #86 south west bank of Allegheny
River between Irvine and Tidioute and SGL #29 southeast near Chapman State
Park.
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Proposed Facilities
During the course of this planning effort, several facilities in the general region
allied with nature tourism were in public discussion. Included among these were
the Allegheny Musarium and the State Hunting and Fishing Heritage Center.
According to information supplied by the Association, the Allegheny Musarium
Association will create a combination aquarium and museum that will educate
and preserve the region’s diverse history and environment for future generations.
Once built, the Allegheny Musarium is envisioned to be a year-round green
facility that will conserve and protect the Allegheny River watershed through an
educational and entertaining venue while creating jobs and partnerships with
educational facilities. The location of the proposed facility is along Route 6 just
west of Warren.
The Hunting and Fishing Heritage Center was previously envisioned as an
interpretive museum offering trails, exhibits and other nature-tourism
opportunities in the Tionesta area but alternative sites were being considered in
sections of Warren County near Youngsville. Both facilities would interface well
with the nature-tourism component of the themes for Youngsville and be mutually
beneficial to enhancing the community as a destination.
Past Facilities
Residents noted a past winter sports heritage
in the form of a ski slope south of the Route 6
Bypass. The former chalet-style lodge remains
and trails are somewhat visible from aerial
photography. Secondary information on the
Internet identified the area as both Buckaloons
Ski Area and Youngsville Skiways, the latter on
the ski patch to the left. Annotated aerial
photography shows at least seven (7) slopes
with ratings from beginner to expert and
anecdotal comments suggest a chair lift and a T-Bar lift
Reuse of this area garnered considerable support during
the planning process.
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Community Inventories – Community Facilities
This subsection provides an overview of various physical characteristics, facilities
and services available in the Youngsville Area, with attention emphasized on
those most affecting the traveling public. The source of the information is the
Warren County Comprehensive Plan Update (2005), PAMunicipalities.com and
input.
Public Safety Services

Within Warren County, there are twenty-one public fire services and one
private operation. Only the City of Warren has a public paid operation.
Fire Protection – Fire protection is offered by the Youngsville Borough Volunteer Fire
Department (1 station).
Police Service There are five local police departments in Warren County,
Conewango and Sheffield Townships, Tidioute and Youngsville Boroughs, and the
City of Warren. By far, Warren’s is the largest. The State Police serve the remainder
of the County. State Police barracks are located in the Starbrick area of Conewango
Township as well as in nearby Corry.

Educational/Cultural
Residents of Warren County can access anyone of five public libraries. These
include:
The Sheffield Township Library
The Sugar Grove Free Library
Tidioute Public Library
Warren Public Library
Youngsville Public Library
The Youngsville Public Library is located on Broad Street in Youngsville
Borough. The Youngsville Public Library was formed in 1935 for the purpose of
operating a free public library for the citizens of Youngsville Borough and the
adjacent townships. As part of the ongoing partnership between the Libraries of
Warren County and the Warren County School District, the Youngsville Public
Library offers access to the School District student services on library computers
The Warren County School District serves the area, having an elementary,
middle and a high school in Youngsville, as well as additional schools in the
north, central and eastern sections of the District.
The Warren County School District serves over 90 percent of the County’s
population and is the primary source of public education. The Warren County
School District had 5,142 enrolled students for the 2009-2010 academic year
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Sanitary Sewer Services
Youngsville Borough - The Youngsville Wastewater Treatment Plant historically
has had Inflow and Infiltration problems. However, remedial steps were
implemented, and this plant now does have excess capacity. Currently, the plant
serves the Youngsville Borough collection system.
Sanitary Sewer Service extends outward from the Borough along Rt 6 to the west
to Pittsfield and to the east towards Warren and southward along Rt. 62

Water Systems
Youngsville Borough – The Youngsville Municipal Waterworks operates a system that
serves a population of approximately 2,100 through 810 customer connections. Due to
its age, the system has had both line problems (leaks) and some line dead-end issues.
However, there have been ongoing efforts to solve these problems. Potential waterline
extensions would follow Route 6. The most pressing need would be toward Pittsfield;
however, some thought also must be given to needs eastward toward the Village of
Irvine
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Transportation System
There are a relatively few highways in the Youngsville Area. The major roads
are graphically depicted and narratively described below and all are described on
Table 13 in terms of traffic volumes by segment.

Pennsylvania U.S. Route 6
Route 6 is a major arterial highway in the County and region and carries the
highest traffic volumes as noted on Table 13.
It is just as important
transportation corridor for Pennsylvania as it is for Warren County. Economic
development, tourism, connectivity, and local and regional heritage are all
impacted by Route 6. From the east, Route 6 enters the county between Ludlow
(McKean County) and Sheffield and continues through Columbus Village near
Corry (Erie County), a distance of approximately 47 miles. The route is hardly
“straight” winding to/from the southeastern to northwestern sections of Warren
County, intersecting with Routes 62 and 27 along the way.
In the Youngsville area, traffic volumes are approximately 7,400 – 8,500 each
day, with a considerable portion being trucks (480-670). Volumes approach
17,000 vehicles each day east of the Rt. 62 interchange toward Warren. West of
Youngsville volumes steeply decline at Pittsfield and westward (4,000) after the
split with Rt. 27. Bicycle Route Y, one of six long-distance bicycle touring routes
in the state, generally follows Route 6, however, in the Youngsville area Route Y
follows “Historic Route 6”, that being West and East Main Street and SR 3022
through Irvine to the Rt 62 interchange area then Route 6 to Warren where Route
Y follows Business Route 6 through the City.
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PA Route 27
Route 27, a minor arterial, connects Titusville and Pleasantville with Pittsfield and
Youngsville and ultimately Sugar Grove via PA Rt 69 and Jamestown, NY (via
NY 952P). Overall, traffic volumes are highest (7,400) on the segment between
Pittsfield and Youngsville where Route 6 and 27 are together, and considerably
lower north of Youngsville (2,500) and southwest of Pittsfield (2,200 – 4,000)
where it is separate. A segment of this Route is West Main Street in Youngsville,
a portion of pre-bypass Route 6.
Pennsylvania US Route 62
This arterial north/south highway connects Tionesta (Forest County), Tidioute
and Warren, proceeding north through Warren to New York State and ultimately
I-86, intersecting with Route 6 between Youngsville and Warren. The leg south
of Route 6 parallels the Allegheny River affording access to sections of the ANF
and river recreational spots and seasonal home areas, as well as commanding
views of the river. Volumes are relatively light (less than 2,000 vehicles per day)
on this southern leg, but relatively high in and just north of Warren (11,000).
State Route 3022
SR 3022 is comprised of a portion of the prebypass Route 6 in the immediate Youngsville
area, consisting of East Main Streets in
Youngsville,
traversing
commercial
and
residential areas ultimately linking Youngsville
with the village of Irvine and Rt. 62. Volumes are
highest in Youngsville with just under 4,000
vehicles on West Main Street and approximately
2,300 vehicles on East Main Street each day.
Daily traffic volume on the segment between Youngsville and Irvine is relatively
low at just over 1,500 vehicles. This road is referred to as “Historic Route 6” in
the Recommendations section of this WorkPlan.
Overview
Table 13 summarizes traffic volumes and truck traffic as a percent of total volume
by segment for the State Highways summarized above. The high traffic volumes
are on Route 6 as summarized below:
The segment of Route 6/62 east of Youngsville carries just over 17,000 vehicles per
day combined east and westbound with a combined 7.5% (or approximately 1,278)
being trucks;
The Bypass portion of Route 6 carries approximately 8,500 vehicles combined east
and westbound, with a combined 13% (or approximately 1,100) being trucks; and
The portion of Route 6/27 from Youngsville westward carries 7,422 vehicles with 9%
(or 668) being trucks.
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PA Route 27 carries a relatively moderate volume of both total traffic and truck
traffic, while Routes 62, 3022 east of Youngsville and 3016 carry low volumes of
both. The wide variation on Route 6, coupled with the relatively low volume on
Route 62 south of Route 6, suggests a considerable portion of the volume east of
Youngsville to be local traffic between Youngsville and Warren.
Another highway segment of note is East Main (a segment of SR 3022) and
West Main (a segment of SR 27) Streets, what is referred to as pre-bypass
Route 6. West Main carries 3,820 vehicles per day, 10% (382) consisting of
trucks and East Main carries 2,297 vehicles per day, 10% (230) consisting of
trucks. Thus, pre-bypass Route 6 carries anywhere from 27% (East Main) to
45% (West Main) of the daily volume on the Bypass.
TABLE 13
MAJOR HIGHWAY PROFILE/TRAFFIC VOLUMES
Youngsville Heritage Communities Program
Route
US Route
6/27

Location
Brokenstraw
Township
Youngsville

US Route
Brokenstraw
6
Township

US Route
6/62
PA Route
27

Conewango
Township
Youngsville &
Brokenstraw Twp
Youngsville
Youngsville
Conewango
Township

SR 4013
US Route
62
SR 3022 Brokenstraw

Segment
West of Youngsville
Bypass Eastbound
Bypass Westbound
Eastbound
Westbound
Eastbound
Westbound
North from E & W
Main St.
W Main to E Main St.
From N Main St.
Rt. 6 south

East of Youngsville
Township
West of Youngsville
SR 3016 Brokenstraw
Township
Source: PennDOT, (counts from 2007-09)
NOTE: AADT= Annual Average Daily Traffic

AADT

Comments

Truck
Volume

7,422 AADT drops 47% west

9%

3,686
4,809
3,811 Between above & Rt. 62
3,636
8,132 Rt. 62 - Starbrick
8,954
2,536 Youngsville & north

16%
10%
16%
12%
8%
7%
10%

3,820 Between Rt. 6 & N Main
1,571 Highland Avenue
1,840 To Tidioute

10%
10%
12%

1,525 Connects Rt. 62, Irvine

3%

of Pittsfield/Rt 27
Between W. Main St. &
SR 3022 Overpass

329

& Youngsville
Portion of Old Pittsfield
Rd.

10%
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Air
Currently, there are two airports within Warren County. One is a small privately
owned field. Brokenstraw Airport is located in Pittsfield, approximately two miles
West of Youngsville and is the only public airport in Warren County.
Rail
Rail service is provided to Warren County by the Genesee & Wyoming system.
In total, this is a 150-mile line, stretching from Emporium to Erie. The Railroad
handles 10,000 to 15,000 cars a year on its trackage. The roots of Genesee &
Wyoming are in upstate New York, where the original Genesee and Wyoming
Valley Railroad was built to link a salt mine to other railroads 11 miles away.
From this single short line, the New York/Ohio/Pennsylvania Region has grown
to haul more than 260,000 carloads annually, and Genesee & Wyoming Inc. is
now a leading operator of short line and regional railroads.
Transportation Issues
Overall, the transportation focus of the Warren County Planning Commission
includes:
Safety and efficient operation of the Warren County road system
Improved connections to Erie County
Improved connections to I-86 in New York State

The 2005 Warren County Comprehensive Plan delineates a number of
suggested transportation issues affecting Youngsville Borough:
Route 6 West recommendations Include:
All sections to have at least two 12-foot traffic lanes with adequate shoulders/bike
lanes (3R standards)
Slowly increase the four-lane sections from Youngsville westward as traffic
counts warrant Make turn lane improvements, especially at the Route 27
intersection in Pittsfield village.

US Route 62 recommendations Include:
All sections to have at least two 12-foot traffic lanes with adequate shoulders/bike
lanes (3R standards)
Improve the geometry of the area from the Forest County line north to Route 6;
this primarily involves removal of curves, and improving visibility.

Other Highway/Road Projects recommendations Include
Improving Matthews Run Road in Brokenstraw Township to “3-R” standards.
It is also recommended that a bikeway along Rouse Road or along abandoned
railroad right-of-way in Youngsville Brokenstraw Area
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Community Inventories - Community Visual Conditions and Design
Analysis
Overall, the Youngsville area is located within
one of the most nature-tourism oriented
sections of Northwestern Pennsylvania.
Route 6 west of Youngsville meanders
through a scenic and largely rural and
agricultural area. Beginning near the West
Main Street intersection, Route 6 east towards
Warren is a four-lane highway with more
generic scenery, especially as it approaches
the western side of Warren, which is a highway-commercial and industrial area.
In terms of the intersecting roadways, Route 62 southward is noteworthy,
intersecting with Route 6 approximately 3 miles east of Youngsville. The
segment between Youngsville and Tidioute is especially scenic affording
commanding and spectacular views of the Allegheny River as it winds its way
along the eastern shore through ANF lands. Youngsville has two distinct
business districts, one along Route 6 west of town and the other centered on
East and West Main Streets.
Youngsville East and West Main Street District
This is a linear business district, comprised of
a small central business area along these
streets as well as along Railroad Street that
intersects with and connects East Main Street
and the Route 6 Bypass. There are a number
of business establishments including an
artist’s cooperative, a bank, eating/drinking
establishments, a gift shops, several
professional offices and other service
establishments,
a
supermarket,
a
home/garden
store
and
other
small
establishments. The Business District has
fairly standard generic lighting but is carrying
out a major streetscape project that will
involve period lighting, many new sidewalks,
crosswalks and landscaping. Overall exterior
conditions range from poor to good, although
there are several small vacant stores. The
business district is walkable and relatively
pedestrian friendly, with traffic characterized as light. The Brokenstraw Creek is
an especially scenic waterway that essentially bisects the downtown, although
the walls of the bridge provide obstacles to seeing or even feeling the presence
of the Creek.
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Route 6 Business District
A business area abuts the northern side of Route 6, encompassing commercial,
services and a mix of other uses. An active railroad borders the southern side.
The area is a highway-oriented linear commercial area and includes motel,
eating places, gasoline/convenience establishments, sales offices for
manufactured homes and equipment, a trucking company and several other retail
establishments.

These are the businesses the eastbound Route 6 traveler would first see when
entering the Youngsville area from the west and the last thing the westbound
traveler would see at the end of the Bypass portion of the highway. They are
more suburban than urban design with much of the frontage devoted to off-street
parking and driveways and no provisions for foot traffic.
Gateways
Gateways to the community along Route 6 vary with the western entrance at the
West Main Street/Rt. 6 split being rather generic and/or non-descript quality
when compared to the eastern gateway near the SR 3022 overpass that has
attractive welcoming signage.

The Bypass separates Youngsville from the regional traffic on
Route affording essentially rear views of commercial buildings
and homes along East Main Street, as pictured to the left.

Presently the only screening is provided by tree and brush
growth during spring and summer. These views are especially
visible for westbound Route traffic.
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During the preparation of the Pennsylvania Route 6 Tourism Infrastructure Plan
(PA Rt. 6 Heritage Corporation; 2008), a number of Route communities
underwent a visitor readiness study that was carried out by the Pennsylvania
Downtown Center staff. Youngsville was not one of those communities, although
field work conducted during this planning process yields the following information
in a format comparable to that included the Pennsylvania Route 6 Tourism
Infrastructure Plan:
Appearance:
 Sidewalks appear generally clean and
safe with a few exceptions in front of
vacant buildings
 Welcome signage is present at the
eastern Rt. 6 gateway
 Wayfinding
signage
for
most
businesses and resources is not visible
to the Route 6 traveler
 Outside of town there is signage to
major tourist destinations
Public Space:
 Small
visible/accessible public
spaces not available in town
 Some visible benches
 No visible public restrooms
 Public phone is visible
 Public area to have a picnic is
located some distance from
business area in Island Park
 No visible public areas to walk a
dog
Public Safety:
 Fair maintenance of sidewalks in the
business district
 Crosswalks are marked with signalization
at Railroad Street intersection
 Reasonable
posted speed limit and
relatively light traffic in business district
 Bicycle Route Y is marked/visible along
East/Main Street and eastward along SR
3022
 Street signs are fairly easy to read
 Adequate
street lighting on generic
standards in downtown area and generic
standards on Route 6
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Parking:
 No visible bicycle racks
 Easy to find on-street unmetered parking and
handicapped accessible spaces
 Private off-street parking lots behind or on side of
businesses in downtown
 No public lot visible
 No visible parking for tour buses or RV’s
Visitor Impression: Visitors can easily bypass
the Youngsville Downtown Business District on
Route 6 in either direction. The Rt. 6 traveler
must turn off of Rt. 6 to visit the residential
areas and the downtown business district at
several signalized intersections, at West Main
and Railroad Streets. The Bypass offers very
little in the way of a view of Youngsville and
actually encourages regional traffic to speed
through the area. During this planning period there was little in the way of
permanent signage to direct traffic to East and West Main Streets. Occasionally
signage advertising activities, shows and exhibits at the Artist’s Cooperative was
seen, but this was more temporary signage.
While the downtown business district offers a
unique pedestrian scale environment, it is a little
like the “diamond in the rough”, a reason that
perhaps underlies popular sentiment towards the
long-planned, multi-phased streetscape project.
Beyond the streetscape issues are those
associated with filling vacant storefronts, dealing
with visually unattractive buildings and
providing a better linkage with the
Brokenstraw Creek.
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Signage
There are examples of good, acceptable and
inappropriate signage among businesses in the
Youngsville area. While signage is an intensely
personal matter to most businesses they have a role in
the overall visual attractiveness of the business district
and the general shopping experience, factors which
should temper the “individual” concept. Several key
factors should be kept in mind when discussing
signage.


Past studies and theory has shown that on-site
signage is the most cost-effective means of
advertising, costing as low as $0.06 per
thousand readers (and potential customers),
when compared to other media;



Perpendicular signage (i.e. projecting signs over a sidewalk) attracts both
vehicular and pedestrian traffic in downtowns, while front wall signage is
more difficult to see by both;



Signage should promote the product or experience offered rather than just
the name of the establishment or organization for maximum curb appeal.
In other words, signage should answer the question “why stop” and must
do it in approximately four seconds to attract motorists. Obviously,
pedestrians have a longer time to study signage; and



Attractive, informative and professionally done signage says something
about a business, as does hand written, uninformative, temporary and/or
unattractive signage.

Many communities have separate signage regulations apart from zoning, while
others address them in zoning. There are arguments on both sides, but many
communities like the enforcement flexibility offered by a freestanding ordinance.
The Borough of Youngsville addresses signage in the Borough zoning ordinance.
No sign regulations other than basic setbacks exist in Brokenstraw Township.
Sign regulations, whether in a zoning or other ordinance, generally addresses the
following:





Type of signage permitted: wall, perpendicular, free standing, awning,
window, etc.;
Number of signs permitted and/or maximum square footage of signs;
Location of signs – on buildings, setbacks, etc.; and
Special requirements – flashing, neon, sandwich boards, etc.
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Youngsville Borough
The Zoning Ordinance contains basic but
minimal requirements related to signage
applicable to individual zoning districts. In the
C-1 Light Commercial District signs contingent
to and at the site of a business are permitted
(latter
apparently
precludes
off-premises
signs/billboards), with the exception of
“overhead signs”, which are not defined but
assumed to be what other communities refer to
as perpendicular or hanging signs. Section 27602 C contains no requirements related to
maximum square footage per business, placement, maximum number of signs,
materials or other standards. It does state that signs may be illuminated “…
providing use of illumination does not confuse, blind or distract vehicle
operators….” The C-1 District is the “downtown area” on East and West Main
Streets. In the C-2 Heavy Commercial District the requirements for the C-1
District also apply, except that off-premises signs/billboards are permitted up to
80 square feet, with a 10-foot maximum height and a 15-foot setback from the
right-of-way. The C-2 District is centered on that portion of Railroad Street at the
intersection with the Route 6 Bypass. A review of the District requirements for
the C-1 and C-2 Districts (Section 27-403) show no additional signage
requirements
Zoning
Zoning regulations exist only in Youngsville Borough and not in Brokenstraw
Township. The Borough regulations were reviewed primarily in the relationship
among land use, heritage tourism and US Route 6.
Youngsville Borough
Land use within the Borough is governed by a
zoning ordinance, dated 1961 as amended
through 4/13/2009, within the framework of
land use powers as enabled to municipal
governments
under
the
Pennsylvania
Municipalities Planning Code (MPC).
The
ordinance made available for this planning
activity provides for seven (7) districts, comprised of two residential (R-1 and R2) districts differing mainly in permitted residential densities and lot sizes, two (2)
commercial districts (C-1 [Light] and C-2 [Heavy], an industrial district, a
permanent preserve district (recreational, cabins camp, ski slope, quarry,
sawmill, commercial forest, tree nursery and sanitary landfill), and an oil
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production district. In relation to PA Route 6 Heritage Communities Program
planning, three areas within the Borough are of particular importance:


US Route 6 traverses the southern third of
the Borough with parts of five (5) districts
abutting the roadway.
Portions of the
Industrial, C-2, Preserve and Oil Production
Districts border the southern side of the
roadway, while the C-1, Preserve (Island
Park), R-2 and C-2 Districts border the
northern side.



The Downtown area (East and West Main
Street roughly between Bates and High
Street) is within the C-1 District, while
Railroad Street includes both C-1 and C-2
(latter nearer to Rt. 6).



East and West Main Streets also include
areas within the R-2 District.

A brief review of the ordinance suggests that it
provides fairly minimal levels of land use guidance
and protections for the community.
Zoning
ordinances should be regularly updated (i.e. 5-10
years) and the ordinance reviewed shows signs of recent updating. When the
Borough decides to carry out the next comprehensive update, the following
Route 6 heritage-oriented suggestions are offered:


Home occupations are defined vaguely in the definition section (27-202) and
somewhat more specifically in the R-1 District requirements (Section 27-403)
to include “… professional offices or businesses with no impact … when
permitted only as an exception . . .” (emphasis added). The Ordinance does
not define “exception” so it is assumed to be a Special Exception (emphasis
added) as defined by MPC to involve approval and optional conditions by the
Zoning Hearing Board. Some municipalities give more detailed standards
guiding Home Occupations (i.e. specific types of businesses allowed and/or
more specific definitions, signage standards, maximum floor area of a
residence devoted to home occupation, parking requirements, etc.). Given the
potential to impact residential areas, and in this case segments of East and
West Main Street that would be on Historic Route 6, consideration of
additional standards related to Home Occupations is recommended.
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The major distinction between the C-1 and C-2 Districts involves permitted
uses, with the C-2 allowing all uses in the C-1 as well as some more intense
commercial uses (i.e. lumber yard, major garage [undefined], cleaning/dyeing
plant, building materials) and wholesale/storage operations. Given the above,
consideration of a single commercial district is suggested with the higher
intensity uses in the C-2 perhaps redefined to be included in the Industrial
District. This may better serve the land requirements of these uses and
preserve the pedestrian and commercial scale of the downtown area. This
may impact tourism-oriented business development within the downtown.



Accommodations are potentially important in this HCP/tourism planning
process, being mentioned at various junctures in the public engagement. The
zoning Ordinance essentially mentions only “hotels and motels” and defines
only a “motel”. The R-2 District permits “Tourist Homes” and “Rooming
Houses”, terms that may be anachronistic now. No mention is made of a Bed
and Breakfast (B&B), even though it would appear that this would be the most
appropriate type of accommodations establishment for the Borough.
Discussion during the charrette and other community workshops seemed to
recognize the critical mass issues associated with motels and hotels
suggested that these types of accommodations would be more suited to
nearby Warren. It is suggested that consideration be given to defining a B&B
and/or similar type of inn and allowing it in one or both residential districts and
the C-1 District as a permitted or Special Exception use.



The C-1 District is the classic pedestrian scale shopping area, with uses one
would normally associate with this type of district. Permitted uses are simply
yet succinctly noted. Off-street parking requirements are given for a few
types of commercial and related uses, and some of the requirements are
stringent (i.e. 1 parking space per 100 feet of net floor area for most retail).
Consideration is suggested to rethinking parking requirements by commercial
use since not all retail needs are the same. Likewise, since ample on-street
parking is available, consideration is suggested for exempting a certain
portion of net floor area (i.e. the first 1,000 square feet for example) from any
off-street requirements.



There have been many changes to Pennsylvania MPC in recent years,
rendering sections somewhat outdated, as examples:
o
Forestry is permitted in all districts
o
No-impact Home Business are permitted in all residential districts
o
Administrative changes (i.e. timeframes, procedures, etc.) with hearings,
etc.
Consideration is suggested to review local requirements in light of these
changes.
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Even though the Ordinance defines and enables Special Exceptions (uses
considered by the Zoning Hearing Board) and Conditional Uses (uses
considered and approved by Borough Council) very few instances of the
former (i.e. noted erroneously as an “exception” such as Home Occupations
and Conversion Apartments) and none of the latter were apparent in the
ordinance. For clarity and protective purposes it is suggested that those uses
intended as either Special Exceptions or Conditional Uses be clearly stated in
the appropriate district requirements, this allows the community to have a
greater degree of review and approval over those uses it feels may merit it,
and also minimizes the possibility that uses not desired in a given district
would be permitted due to a “technicality” or lack of clarity.



It is impossible to clearly define each and every term, although diligence is
required to accommodate what might be considered as being especially
significant terms or uses. The listing of all possible undefined or vague terms
is beyond the scope of this planning effort, but several missing definitions (i.e.
“major garage”) or vague terms (i.e. “cabin camp” is defined yet “cabin” is
not). In these examples, when does a garage become a “major garage” and
when does a cabin become a year-round or seasonal home? It is suggested
that these key words be discussed and identified among the Zoning Hearing
Board, Zoning Officer and others involved in the land use process when the
Ordinance is next revisited.

Brokenstraw Township
Land use within the Township is not regulated
by either a municipal zoning ordinance or the
Warren County Zoning ordinance, according to
the Township.
Subdivisions and land
developments within the Township are
regulated by the Warren County Subdivision
and Land Development Ordinance. There was
no sign ordinance in effect in the Township
during the time of the field work associated with
the Heritage Communities Program. According
to the Township Office, signs and structures
built in Brokenstraw Township must conform to
the Uniform Construction Code (UCC). Among
many items regulated under UCC, the Township noted that minimum setbacks
for signs and structures must be 50 feet from roads and 20 feet from property
lines. According to the Department of Labor and industry website, the opted in
on July 1, 2004 with no amendments to the UCC. As conditions warrant in
relation to development or other community factors, the Township may want to
revisit the need for land use regulations in the future, of course this is a local
decision.
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SYNTHESIS OF INFORMATION
Information from various sources was gathered and reviewed, summaries of
which appear in the inventories. The interpretation, application and use of this
information are critical in this localized heritage tourism planning effort. This
phase starts with a review at public comments at various Community Workshops
and a planning charrette, then proceeds to the determination of issues and
opportunities.
First Workshop – The “Wish List”
Representatives from the community actively participated in a workshop
designed to solicit ideas on how to improve the communities as tourist
destinations. The Workshop was held in March 2009 and focused on (1) activities
available for residents and visitors presently and (2) to identify the types of
attractions, improvements and events that would enhance the area as a tourist
destination. The existing attractions and things valued about the Study Area
were reviewed earlier in this report while the following represents a summary of
popular destination needs that represent actual votes by attendees that address
the question “What is needed to make Youngsville a more attractive destination?”
What is Needed: While there was a range of responses there was consensus on
just a few, reflecting voting. The following page summarizes all “wish list” items
while the following ones were the consensus favorites:


Potential for reuse/reopening of Ski Lodge for winter time activities



An extended hike/bike trail and facilities to accommodate scenic walkers
and those looking for longer travel extents



New specialty retail stores (especially sporting good/outfitters for biking,
fishing, etc. and specialty shops under one roof for women )
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Youngsville Community Workshop Summary – Wish List to Enhance Area as Destination
Group 1
Proposed Improvement
Geo-Caching for Pot of Gold
Tubing Slope
Daffodil planting - Rt. 6 (w/other
communities)
Cruises – motorcycle & car
Ice Skating @ Island Park
Community Super Bowl Party
Seasonal Sports Equipment Rental
Valentine Family Restaurant Promotion
Irish, Show & Dance
Fisherman’s Breakfast
Others mentioned but garnered no votes
Weekend Art Classes
Valentine Family Dance
Youth Fishing Tourney

Votes
7
5
4
4
2
1
1
1
1

Group 2
Proposed Improvement
Leek Festival
Lodging (esp. B&B’s)
Reopen Ski Lodge

Golf Course
Bike Trail (Youngsville & Tidioute)
Boat Launch @ Island Park
Specialty Stores
Greater emphasis on existing festivals
Greater emphasis on Brokenstraw
Creek
1 Designated Take-outs

Votes
11
9
6
6
5
5
4
4
3

Group 3
Proposed Improvement
Micro-Brewery
25+ mile bike trail
Sporting goods outfitter (bikes, fishing,
etc.)
Ski Slope
Cross-Country Ski Trails
Specialty Shops (primarily for women)
Johnny Appleseed Attraction
B&B
Antique Stores

1 Family Restaurant
Foreign Currency Exchange (Canadian)
Amish Outlet
Tennis Courts
Skate Park
Others mentioned but garnered no votes
More marked snowmobile trails

Group 4
Proposed Improvement
Riverview Dining
“Anytime” Movies (small venue)
Emporium (multiple shops under one
roof)
7 Scenic Walk (true comfort facilities)
5 Indoor Gymnasium Facilities
4
4
4
3

Votes
12
10
8

Votes
12
10
10
2
2

2
2
1
1
1
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Second Workshop and Planning Charrette
A second set of Community Workshops was held in conjunction with a three-day
planning charrette during August 4th – 6th 2009 for the purpose of reviewing the
planning process and findings to date, interactive field work, key person/focus
group meetings and receive local input on preliminary recommendations. A total
of 56 people participated in the Charrette
Public Session #1 8/4/09
Presentation: Rt. 6 and HCP Overview; Tourism Primer, “Uniqueness”
description and localization, Connection of nodes, physical & non-physical
elements under consideration and potential markets
Public Input:
Conditions:
Some historic structures such as the McKinney House on W. Main Street
Off-street parking next to Quality Market and bowling alley – minimal
signage
“Hog Heaven” is draw for motorcyclists
Festivals are popular/big draw/unique – YABA Days, Corn Fest, etc.
Blair Company Outlet Store was a real draw but is no longer open
Redevelopment of former theatre is popular idea (i.e. 1st floor specialty
retail, i.e. theatre, bike/kayak, café, etc. and 2nd floor residential
Brokenstraw Creek may be more appropriate for tubing than kayaking
PA Wilds is important
Needs:
Property conditions/visual appearance from Rt. 6 – dilapidated Forest
Factory Building and backs of vacant commercial buildings on E. Main
Street are visible from Rt. 6
Dilapidated structures in business district (i.e. hardware store, hotel/bar) –
potential assistance from Warren County COG
Parking – on-street not presently an issue but may be with new
businesses locating along Main Street, especially near East/West
intersection
Finding the logical/feasible “lodging niche” – more like inns and B&B’s
rather than motels that are available in Warren
Better signage on Rt. 6 signing “fuel/food” with arrow pointing to business
district
Improved snowmobile access
Streetscape project is important and will have aids for visually impaired
Wilder Museum must be sustained
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Historic Group Meeting and Museum Tour (8/4/09)
Planning Team toured facility and discussed various structural (windows) and
non-structural (curatorial assistance and revenue generation/sustainability
issues) needs with allied historic individuals [Paula to schedule follow-up
tour/meeting)
Government Focus Group 8/5/09
Conditions:
Municipal lines pose an obstacle
o to use/reliance on the Allegheny River
o coordinating with County activities
Rt. 6 Heritage Communities Program is part of Revitalization of
Youngsville (not separate from or in addition to)
Youngsville is family-friendly
PennDOT signage standards are not flexible – are they amenable to “nonstandard” ideas
Trail issues may be channeled via the Warren County Trail Association
o Map of trails available in ANF & State Game Lands
o Coordinated single source of information would be helpful
There is a new lodging business in Pittsfield
Tourism related agencies in County
o Warren County Chamber of Business and Industry
o Warren County Visitors Bureau
Perception that quality of fishing/hunting has declined – pheasant, deer
and trout stocking declines
Needs:
More “weird events”
Identify and promote the “anchor” or major draw – Outdoor
Activity/Enthusiasts (i.e. ATV, kayaking, etc.) but not forgetting hunting
and fishing
“Trail Town” is more encompassing than just a trail and involves a number
of audiences
Motorized trail users should not be ignored in “Trail Town” planning
o Feeder access ways to food, lodging and fuel
o Snowmobile access
o Warren Co/ Snowmobile Club (Youngsville address)
Marketing requires cooperation among multiple agencies – county,
municipal, region, etc.
o More marketing with PA Wilds, County, larger region and crosspromotions along Rt. 6
o More marketing of artists cooperative in town
o Keep local residents in mind encouraging them to do more locally
Improved signage to/for Wilder Museum
Winery/Micro-Brewery
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Create Downtown Infrastructure as trigger/incentive for business
development
o Business incentives via existing agencies (i.e. Main Street, NW
Commission, PA Wilds Community Resource Center, etc.)
o Better communication with private sector on incentives
A “big ticket” item is needed
Local implementation organization is required
Single source of info on trails in County
Youth/Family Focus Group 8/5/09
Conditions:
While Youngsville did not become a borough until 1850, it was a village
settlement in 1813 meaning that a bicentennial celebration is possible in
2013
Long winters make sustaining outdoor “good weather” activities difficult
o There is an in-door mini-golf (Frosty Jacks)
o Bowling Alley heavily used in Winter
The 6 seasonal home associations have different rules/regulations for
beach/facilities use
Iroquois Country Club, CLP and Hotel have employed many younger
people
Youth Activities – Under 21 dances at Beach Club, bowling, mini-golf,
fishing and other lake activities
Huey’s Restaurant/Bar expanded
Warren has Friday night concerts
Buckaloons area is not perceived as being “user-friendly”
o Day-use fees (30 min. free period)
o Closed in Winter (precludes X-Country Skiing)
Needs:
Church and Stained Glass Tours
o 7 churches in town (not all have stained glass)
o Focus on unique aspects of churches
Bicycle Route Y along Historic Route 6 (SR 3022) between Youngsville
and Irvine is an asset but would be enhanced by wider berms especially
around 3:00 PM when shifts change at Elwood National
Family-oriented “fun park” concept – gym, climbing wall, arcade, youth
center, gymnasium
More outdoor activities
o Exercise trail
o Zip Line over trail
o Outfitter to transport canoes to various locations
o More picnic facilities at Island Park
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Restaurant reuse (vacant E. Main Street) as 50’s/60’s period restaurant
(much equipment still there)
Greater interactivity at Wilder Museum
Redevelopment/Reuse of Hotel site and former pool hall are very
important
Tubing along the Brokenstraw and canoe launch downstream from
sewer/water crossing
Emphasize attracting outdoor outfitters
Stakeholders Group Meeting 8/5/09
Conditions:
Proposed regional tourism resources
o The Allegheny Musarium concept was discussed and would be a
regional draw if developed
o North Warren was noted as the new proposed site for the
Pennsylvania Hunting and Fishing Museum
Wildwoods Park near Cherry Grove is seen as an asset/resource – offers
native animals and plants as well as Native American
education/entertainment via the Seneca Nation (Seneca Native American
Festival – 8/30/8/31)
Ski Slope property has several complications
o Property ownership - has been broken up
o $129,000 purchase price noted
Borough interest is in sewer and water issues
Needs:
Art on screening and sound barriers panels
Blight along Route 6 – i.e. former furniture factory and vacant East Main
Street businesses
Reuse of Fairmont Hotel for commercial use
Reuse of Print Shop as artists incubator – commercial art studios creative
wood arts/furniture on 1st floor and artists residence in upstairs
Theatre reuse for commercial on 1st floor with upstairs lofts
Extreme Sports focus
PNC Building reuse (due to merger) as Internet Business Incubator
Business Focus Group 8/5/09
Conditions:
Water events
o US Canoe Association races held in Warren every two years
o State Fishing Tournament
Warren/Youngsville area has great potential for canoeing
Buckaloons area is not perceived as being “user-friendly”
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o Day-use fees (30 min. free period)
Fish & Boat Commission’s perceived stringent registration/permit fee
stance (and fines) deters use of streams by casual users (canoes/kayaks)
Unique Lodging
o B&B is located in Garland
o Deer Head Inn
Youngsville can be a retirement community, especially for returnees
Municipal Pool is a draw for residents in the region
Allegheny River crossing hampers full exploitation of it as a part of a
system
Needs:
Support for more
o ATV trail opportunities, including winter utilization
o Snowmobile trail opportunities
Multi-County regional canoe trail – bike/canoe
Switch water release below Kinzua Dam
Greater cooperation on tourism in Warren County and regional efforts –
Pa Wilds, Rt. 6, private partners, Regional Main Street Program, etc.
Identification of trout streams on map
Develop a County Restaurant Trail
Increased stocking of the Brokenstraw
Pool was built in mid-1960’s and requires improvements/renovations
Capitalize on Governor’s interest and support for Rt. 6 now; next governor
may not have same interest
Rekindle interest with Blair Corp. for a downtown boutique/outlet presence
Focus revitalization efforts on business owners’ needs/perspective
Public Session #2 8/6/09
Overview – Markets for a “Trail Town”
Outdoor Sporting – Hunters, Fishers, Trap Shooters and related
Active Outdoors – Cyclists, Hikers, Canoeists, Kayakers, Tubing,
Swimmers and related
Naturalist Outdoors – Birders, Campers, Geo-cachers and other related
Motorized Outdoors – ATV riders, Off-road cyclists and other related
Winter Sports – Cross-Country Skiers, snowmobilers and related
Touring Public – Auto and Motorcycle
Specialized – Arts aficionados and festival-goers
Lines may not be distinct
“Trail Town” requires attractions, resources, goods and services for most
or all
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Comments:
Potential funding sources and examples of successes should be provided
in the WorkPlan
Community needs an “early action” project that shows “something is being
done” and contribute to the credibility of ROY – Trail noted as such a
project
Identify ways to attract small stores into the downtown
There is a bicycle club called the Roadrunners
Old Pittsfield Road (back road to Garland) is scenic
Farmers Market has been tried with limited success
Community Cleanup Day has potential
Recommendations
“Trail Town” concept underlying revitalization and destination attractions –
Building on proximity to outdoor resources including Buckaloons Recreation
Area, trails in State Game Lands, Hearts Content Recreation Area, Rocky Gap
ATV Trail and the Allegheny River
Requires accommodation, fuel, food and supportive retail infrastructure
County Greenway Plan recommends three regional land trails, which are
supported locally:
o Youngsville-Titusville Trail
o Youngsville-Warren Trail including connection with Irvine along
Rouse Avenue or former railroad
o Tidioute Trail
County Greenway Plan recommends two regional water trails, which are
supported locally:
o Brokenstraw Creek Water Trail (Garland-Youngsville) with potential
to Buckaloons and Allegheny River connection
 Old Pittsfield Road parallels Creek providing land/auto tour
as well
 Several creek access points via side roads
o Allegheny River Water Trail
Local land trail identified in Youngsville – Loop trail with connection to
Youngsville-Warren Trail
o Access to Irvine in the interest of the Wilder Museum
o Trail head enhancements at Island Park (additional picnic tables,
creek access, etc.)
o Wetland and oil/agricultural interpretation/education at strategic
points
Input during charrette proposed a variation of a large regional water/land
trail via canoe from New York State via Conewango and Allegheny River
to Oil City and a land trail back through Titusville, Youngsville then on to
New York State
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o Numerous land trail gaps to be filled including north of Warren and
development of Youngsville-Titusville Trail
Designation of Historic Route 6
East/West Main Street in Youngsville and SR 3022 through Irvine, past
Buckaloons onto Rt. 62 intersection
Bicycle Route Y leaves US Route 6 and already follows this routing
Wilder Museum Enhancements
Technical and Curatorial Assistance
Revenue generation enhancements
Information Kiosk
Interactive Interpretation
Windows
Aesthetic Enhancements needed along Route 6 (bypass)
Former Forest Factory manufacturing company
Lack of screening of rear of buildings on East Main Street
Downtown Redevelopment/Revitalization Concepts – For a Trail Town and Allied
Outdoor Enthusiast
Streetscape Enhancements – period type lighting, trees/landscaping,
benches, bike racks, trash receptacles, utility relocation and
intersection/crosswalks
Strategic “Opening up” of Brokenstraw Creek – demolition of one structure
and redevelopment and reuse of another, creating open space and multiuse (1st level commercial and 2nd level residential) building
Other strategic downtown building redevelopment/reuse (East/West Main
Street intersection and Railroad Street/East Main Street intersection)
Vacant building reuse for artist in Residence/Artist incubator
Small/specialty retail recruitment – farmers market/farm store, additional
gifts/crafts, antiques/consignment, outfitters, baked goods, clothing,
amusement/entertainment, small scale lodging and additional dining
Façade enhancements involving 15 +/- storefronts
Off-street parking development in rear of properties near East/West Main
Street intersection (as new businesses are recruited)
Informational kiosk
Attraction Development
Reuse of former ski lodge for dining, recreation, etc.
Cross-country trail and snow tubing at former ski slope area
“Zip Line” – former ski slope and/or at strategic Brokenstraw Creek
locations
Tubing along Brokenstraw Creek Water Trail
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Third Workshop – “Enhancing a Trail Town”
A total of 24 attendees actively participated in a final workshop designed to
provide a background and context for the planning efforts and to present a
recommendations overview. The Workshop was held in the Youngsville
Senior/Junior High School Cafeteria on February 2, 2010
Comments
Tourism promotions should emphasize the “Good Value” of visiting area –
low cost of living, reasonable rates, etc.
It is imperative to enhance attractiveness of the area
Youngsville is fortunate to be within the PA Wilds & Route 6 Artisan Trails
“Home Town Heroes” is a good idea, publically recognizing local famous
people
Safety & Security concerns/issues associated with more people traveling
and visiting Youngsville area
o Neighborhood Watch Program as a potential
o Concern over capacity of local law enforcement
Potential Pennsylvania By-way designation of old Route 6 - Bike Trails
and Funding Opportunities
Encourage greater linkage with tourism and associated resources in New
York State
In response to a question on the benefits of a Community WorkPlan
o Community gets its tourism priorities and needs established
o Enhances possible funding opportunities
There have been and are numerous efforts in the region
o The community needs to work with all of the plans (i.e. water use,
trails, Musarium, Hunting & Fishing Heritage Center, Wilder
Museum, etc.)
o Good communication is necessary
ROY has been involved in a 5-year process
o Volunteers are always needed and appreciated
So far $452,000 has been raised towards the proposed streetscape
project
It was noted that the Bicentennial in 2013 is a good timeline to keep in
mind in implementation and marketing
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Issues and Opportunities Statement Overview
The matrix below summarizes discussion items encountered during the Heritage
Communities planning process. Based on the inventories, the review of input,
the discussions involving the Stakeholders, a succinct statement of issues (i.e.
challenges) and opportunities (i.e. strengths to build on) is difficult to do and
subject to being general. Nonetheless, the following summarizes these:

Issues

Opportunities

Minimal tourism-oriented activities in March,
September & November
A perception that the importance of
community’s top priority projects may be
recognized by regional and public agencies
Small population loss in Borough (-6%) and
very small population gain in Township
(+0.4%) during 1990-2008
Not well located in relation to major regional
population centers

Numerous tourism-oriented outdoor
activities May-August
Very active, creative & dedicated nucleus of
community minded volunteers with a track
record of getting things done
Relative demographic stability considering
the County Population declined by nearly
10% during 1990-2008
Strategic location in relation to
complimentary nature-tourism resources –
Tidioute, PaWilds, ANF, trails, etc.
East & West Main Streets (former Rt. 6) are
rather pedestrian friendly and candidate as a
Historic Route 6 heritage corridor
Ready access to Brokenstraw Creek within
the downtown, a major nature tourism
resource
Relative variety of shopping opportunities
including arts and some specialty goods
Wilder Museum as a major tourism
resource, partially addressed via designation
of Historic Route 6 over existing SR 3022
Youngsville identified as a “Trail Town” in
County Greenway Plan
Several signature resources – A-Maizing
Corn Festival, Brokenstraw, bird population,
Forge & Ordnance

Route 6 actually encourages regional traffic
to bypass downtown
Many tourism resources are not in walking
distance from downtown
Perceived gaps in lodging & finer dining
Disconnect between Youngsville and Irvine
village & Ordnance Company; Precarious
funding position of Wilder Museum
Numerous planned trails but many gaps;
Need to connect with trails & trail segments
Several resources for additional attention –
Native American, long defense industry
heritage, Johnny Appleseed, oil/gas, Rouse
legacy & Underground Railroad
Four rather generic “gateway”
interchanges/intersections on Rt. 6

Wide ranging streetscape/gateway
enhancements envisioned focused on
Borough Building site
Façade conditions, use conversions and
Relatively intact pedestrian downtown and
vacant storefronts in the downtown
understanding of need for streetscape
enhancements
Need for enhanced coordination with
Long community-minded heritage in “getting
nearby resources – Warren resources, ANF, things done” – ROY, Library, pool, etc.
etc.
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Themes
This discussion evolved into an identification of the Youngsville area in terms of a
“Trail Town”
Trails & Greenways
“Trail Town” as per NW PA Greenway Plan (w/Warren & Tidioute)
Required goods & services – Main Street Business District, Food, Lodging & Fuel
Beneficial – entertainment, recreation, historic sites & other attractions
Existing trails
o Youngsville – Warren (along Allegheny River/Buffalo & Pittsburgh RR)
o Allegheny River Water Trail
Proposed trails
o Youngsville – Titusville Trail (22 miles from Youngsville SW through
Pittsfield)
o Brokenstraw Creek Water Trail – between Youngsville & Garland)
o Tidioute Trail (14.2 miles from Buckaloons Recreation Area to Tidioute
paralleling the Allegheny River)
o Youngsville – Warren (along Allegheny River/Buffalo & Pittsburgh RR)
o Local Loop Trail

Greenway – Brokenstraw Creek Greenway Corridor – associated with
Youngsville to Warren Trail
Winter Sports
Snowmobile trail with crossing on Highland Avenue
Reuse of Ski Slope

Irvine – Village Center
Church, Museum & Ellwood National Forge
Residential Revitalization
Small commercial development

Nearby Sites/Resources accessible via trails
Buckaloons Recreation Area
Thompson’s Island (4 mi south of Irvine) – Native-Am/Am Rev; only battle in
NWPA
Heart’s Content Recreation Area
Hickory Creek Wilderness Area
Allegheny National Recreation Area
SGL’s and trail systems
Kinzua/Allegheny Reservoir and related resources
Chapman State Park – southeast (Major Trail Hub)
Allegheny River Water Trail -south
Tionesta National Scenic Area – southeast
Various State Game Lands – west and south
North Country National Scenic Trail - southeast
Titusville/Oil Heritage Region
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Indian Paint Hill (3 mil NE of Tidioute) – Native Am; petroleum springs for
face/body paint

Brokenstraw Creek
A resource/Community Jewel
Needs to be opened up

Industrial Heritage
Henry Rouse – oil, forest and caring
National Forge & Ordnance
Agriculture – back to Native-American era

Synthesis
The elements of a local heritage effort are premised on an approach that
provides understandable and interesting linkages with the community’s rich
social, cultural and economic past and the present, embracing such disparate
elements as the agricultural heritage, the oil boom years and the many nature
tourism opportunities in the region. This requires:


As part of a regional Main Street Program, physical improvements to the
downtown are important with the streetscape project being a critical first step in
revitalization and visual quality enhancements. However, the Business Survey
results show that the business community sees storefront/façade enhancements
and new business recruitment, both typically part of a Main Street approach, as
being even more critical;



Other non-physical improvements to the downtowns including business
recruitment, common hours, improved property maintenance, promotions and
attracting more arts and recreation/entertainment services communities were
also determined to be critical for Youngsville;



Greater recognition of the pristine surface waters in
and around Youngsville, obviously including greater
appreciation of the Brokenstraw Creek as well as
greater connection with the Allegheny River;



There are numerous surface and water trails and trail
segments that would make Youngsville an important
node, linking it with various resources and nearby
communities. Regional trails are a long-term and in
most cases incremental process, but a first step is
the local loop trail envisioned in Youngsville;



Becoming the Trail Town as envisioned and
recommended in the County Greenways Plan is a
long-range ideal that is contingent upon addressing the physical and nonphysical enhancements, greater recognition of the creek/river connection and
trail development noted above;
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The region is blessed with many critical tourism
resources in the form of a major National
Forest and Recreation Area, a State Park, the
Allegheny River, a Visitor’s Center, a local and
a regional museum. In addition, several other
potential
nature-tourism
resources
(i.e.
Allegheny Musarium, Hunting and Fishing
Museum, etc.) were in the planning/discussion
stage during the development of this Heritage
Communities Plan. Better connectivity, cross-promotions and recognition is
required for mutual benefits;



The community has energized leadership in several organizations, including
Revitalization of Youngsville, the Youngsville Area Business Association and the
Borough of Youngsville, each taking on roles and responsibilities for events,
improvements, funding and other community betterment activities. In fact,
www.youngsville.org provides an excellent forum for promoting what it refers to
as “The Biggest Little Town on the Map”. Enhancements recommended via the
Heritage Communities Program needs to work through these energized groups
and not duplicate efforts and energy;



Connectivity among existing State, local and private environmental/outdoors
resources including improved linkages with the varied outdoor resources
including State Parks, sporting areas, Allegheny National Forest, the State Forest
and local parks and proximity with many nearby quaint and/or tourism-friendly
communities;



Continuation and maintenance of a localized marketing and promotion effort,
keyed to a coordinated and coherent message, linking the community, the region
and the County closer;



Building on several very successful events and activities programming keyed to a
coordinated and coherent message that does not ignore either the resident or
visitor;



Understanding the relationship among developmental regulations and standards,
the critical physical features and
economy of the Study Area; and



Given its location in relation to the
Route 6 Bypass, it is especially critical
that Route 6 tourism traffic – day
trippers
or
longer-term
–
be
“intercepted”, diverted and/or slowed
down so that Youngsville residents and
businesses can reap the rewards
associated with tourism.
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IMPLEMENTATION
The planning process has identified a number of localized implementation
measures aimed to enhancing the Youngsville Area as a better tourism
destination and as a community. It is often easy to overlook the latter, but one
major goal of heritage-tourism is to stabilize and enhance the community‘s
economy.
Heritage Route 6 Economic Impacts
Heritage PA sponsored a study of the economic
impact of State Heritage Areas (SHA) in
Pennsylvania. The study analyzed the economic
impact of heritage areas and in Pennsylvania six
heritage areas including PA Route 6 participated.
Surveys were conducted at several sites in August
through October 2008. Survey data was paired with
visitation statistics for specific sites within each
heritage area and fed into an economic impact model
developed by the National Park Service called Money
Generation Model (MGM2). The results released in
2010 revealed that visitors to participating heritage areas in Pennsylvania spent a
total of $300.9 million in 2008, generating an estimated $255.8 million in direct
sales, which supported over $95 million in salary and wages for Pennsylvania
residents. Approximately 56% of the spending ($168 million) was generated by
overnight visitors staying in hotels, motels, B&B‘s, inns and other lodging, 29%
($88 million) by those either staying with friends/family or in campgrounds and
15% ($45 million) by out-of-town day visitors.
According to the Route 6 SHA portion, released by the PA Route 6 Alliance,
Route 6 attracts 3.5 million travelers a year, who spend approximately $91.1
million dollars, supporting over 2,000 jobs. The study also revealed the following:
 55% of the visitors to Route 6 were first-time visitors to the SHA;
 Over 67% of the 407 respondents, or 274 persons, were staying overnight
with the following major characteristics:
o
o
o
o





118 (43.1%) in hotels, motels, bed & breakfasts or inns
95 (34.7%) in campgrounds
40 (14.6% with family/friends in area
21 (7.7%) staying overnight outside the area.

The average stay along Route 6 was 2.9 nights.
The typical Route 6 travel party is one to four adults traveling without children,
in fact 84% of the travel parties are without children under 18 years of age.
Approximately 32% of the visitors reside in a different state, 17% reside in a
county within the Route 6 SHA and 51% in a county outside of the SHA.
The average number of facilities or attractions visited along Route 6 is 2.8.
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Tourism and Economics
A recognized source for economic/tourism thought
and strategies is The 25 Immutable Rules of
Successful Tourism (Roger A. Brooks and Maury
Forman; Kendall/Hunt Publishing Co., 2003), which
coincides very well with the Pennsylvania Route 6
Heritage Communities Program. This referenced
work begins with a simple statement that earning
money in a given town and spending it elsewhere is
―leakage‖. Tourism as a part of an economic
development strategy that seeks to avoid leakage,
since it should accomplish the following:








Diversifies local economy helping avoid over
dependence on a few businesses;
Creates multipliers on all local businesses;
Brings in ―new money‖ to the community;
Helps tax base that in turn pays for community services and facilities;
Creates jobs and opportunities at the entry level;
Promotes business development especially when a visitor becomes an investor
or future business person; and
Enhances community aesthetics.

Successful tourism is premised on getting visitors to stop and keep them in town
longer, especially overnight.
―Visitors‖ may include tourist and business
travelers. A few ―rules of thumb‖ help understand the tourist-visitor a little better:


State estimates suggest that 44% of all visitors stay with relatives, thus a
large part of tourism occurs literally at the ―kitchen table‖;



The visitor experience is shaped by destinations or ―lures‖ that in turn create a
potential visitor market for attractions or ―diversions‖ (i.e. those amenities that
may depend on the lure);



There are a number of shifts occurring in the tourism industry due in large
part to the maturization of the ―baby boomer‖ generation:
o the prime season is expanding from the June-August period to a longer
April – October period;
o ―boomers‖ generally do not prefer motor coach/packaged tours but
prefer to be in greater control; and
o High gasoline prices notwithstanding, the RV industry appears to be
healthy (RV‘s are premised on ―control‖)



Visitors spend only a portion of their time at ―typical‖ tourist lures:
o nationally, people spend 20-40 minutes in a museum
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o the typical lure captures people for no more than 4-6 hours per day,
leaving 8-10 hours for other attractions and diversions, and 80% of
tourist spending occurs at these attractions and diversions
o the ―scenic vista‖ experience usually lasts no more than 15 minutes
Brooks and Forman often cite the ―4-Times Rule‖ in their discussion on tourism,
in that travelers subconsciously must be kept busy at a destination for a period 4
times the travel time to get there. Simply stated, one would probably not travel to
Europe or Hawaii for a weekend stay, due to the travel time involved. To localize
this to Youngsville, driving time suggests that a visitor from the Erie Area would
need to justify a trip to Youngsville with just under 5 hours of activities; while the
visitor from either the Pittsburgh (11 hours) or Buffalo Areas (just over 8 hours)
would need more activities, while the Scranton resident would need nearly 20
hours of activities.
Obviously, experiences from an area larger than the Youngsville area (i.e. Route
6, Warren County, ANF, etc.) can be ―bundled‖ into the visitor experiences.
Finally, this latter bundling issue is reflected in the fact that people generally
travel for experiences and not geography. An edited summary of their following
25 rules help assure success and are critical in the Route 6 tourism effort:
o

A good plan that takes into account local resources and likely visitors who may be
attracted by various features, such as natural resources (i.e. forests, recreation, etc.),
cultural resources (i.e. history, ethnic heritage, etc.), human resources (i.e.
performing arts, crafts, etc.) and capital resources (transportation, hotels, etc.).
These are included in this Heritage Community Planning effort.



Partnerships among visitor, development, business and other organizations,
representing the private and public sectors, much like the Youngsville Stakeholders
Group;



Billboards and signage that ―tease‖ and tempt or give a reason for visitors to stop,
avoiding over used words and phrases (i.e. gateway, something for everyone, etc.).
Signage should use the right words, be brief, have a simple design and be
maintained.



Adequate, clean and conveniently located comfort facilities that may include a visitor
information kiosk. On the commercial side, national chains have found that
restrooms actually attract customers, with approximately one-half of those
purchasing something there doing it out of convenience and the other half out of
guilt. In short, since everybody ―has to go‖ why not take advantage of it as business
decision?



Take community design into account especially at entranceways focused on places
that will make the best first impressions, keeping signage uncluttered and
professionally done.
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As a corollary, communities need adequate and user-friendly wayfinding signage;



Consider perpendicular signage with appropriate sized letter fonts for ease of
reading by drivers and pedestrians, advertising the type of store not just the name
that may be unfamiliar and meaningless for visitors.



Address parking issues with special ―forgiveness‖ for parkers/shoppers, providing
facilities (with signage) for RV parking and other local incentives. While enforcement
may not be a major issue in Youngsville, conveniently located and signed parking
areas is an issue. By the way, studies show that most visitors need up to 4 hours of
parking at a given location.



Make the ―frontline‖ employees (i.e. retail clerks, waiters/waitresses, etc.) part of the
sales and attraction effort. This requires hospitality training, ―adoption‖ of resources
(―while you‘re in town you need to see ….), cross-promotions or other local efforts.



Visitor information availability 24-hours a day, 7 days a week, with informational
kiosks augmenting staffed visitor centers, all of which should be conveniently located
and well maintained.



Create a conveniently located cluster of visitor oriented retail shopping opportunities
that in turn attract a critical mass of shoppers that benefit the clustered businesses.



Creatively convert any negative characteristics into positives, such as pointing out
the tourism potential of gas drilling.



Develop a unique idea or concept that sets your community apart and becomes
intrinsic in its theme (Note: A basic component of the Heritage Communities
Program). This may be one of the most critical and difficult elements, since many
communities can claim to be a friendly small town that is close to outdoor recreation.



Gather third-party endorsements that reinforce the local pitch to visitors. This can be
as simple as welcoming comments at visitor‘s register at the Visitor‘s Center.



Pursue business attraction and retention that complements the local tourism
resources and helps attract visitors and keep them longer. Simply stated, focus on
businesses that fit in with community image, goals and context and avoid those that
may disrupt the setting or context.



The most successful museums and the ones most remembered tell stories and give
a context and do not merely show artifacts.



Keep people interested and occupied so that they are busy four times longer than it
took them to get there as noted earlier, so that they can say that ―… it was worth the
drive‖. This requires an understanding of the potential visitor market, the concept of
bundling and the relationship between accommodations and other hospitality
resources.



Understand the importance of ―product development‖ not just marketing in terms of
the local economic impacts of tourism. This may require a community to address
certain issues such as attractions, business development, visual quality and the
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development of other diversions. Visitors need ―something to do‖, especially after
5:00.


Promote activities not just the place, perhaps in an ―activities guide‖ where the
experience is addressed. This can be on the State tourism website, local websites,
niche markets, etc.



Brand the community reflecting what is that sets it apart or is unique. Again, the
uniqueness sells the community. When one hears of Salem, MA or Williamsburg,
VA one has an image. While these communities may be the extreme, they do
illustrate the need to have a recognizable brand.



Photographs should show the activities not just the resources or attractions. Again,
sell the experience and not the location.



Promotional items should create a positive image and provide a simple way to
respond or call for more information.



Carry out a public relations effort in various types of media, since it is usually more
effective than advertising alone.



Use the Internet to attract visitors with a quality and user-friendly website; and



Advertising should be frequent and consistent.

The above include obvious and not so obvious concepts, not all of which is
directly related to Youngsville. However, they help form the foundation of a local
tourism effort. Taken together they reinforce two critical components of any local
heritage community effort, simply stated what is unique about the Youngsville
area and how does the community setting (i.e. visual quality, retailing, attractions,
diversions, etc.) interface with the area as a destination.
Tourism Factoids
The following factors have been identified by Destination Development
International and premise this Heritage Community planning effort:







#1 tourism activity worldwide– shopping, dining and entertainment in pedestrianfriendly setting having a critical mass of food, specialty retail and stores open after
6:00 (when 70% of spending occurs)
Tourists are active 14 hrs/day – 6 hours in the primary activity that brought them to a
place and 8 hours in secondary/diversionary activities
Secondary or diversionary activities account for 80% of visitor spending
Curb appeal accounts for 70% of most recreation and accommodations and food
services sales
Overnight visitors spend three times more per day than day-trippers

Building on the above the keys for success include getting visitors and passersby
to stop and create and maintain ways to keep them here longer. In other words,
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the community needs to enhance its role as an overnight destination. Thus, the
WorkPlan should:





Develop, revitalize and maintain – things to do and keeping people busy
Inform and direct – personal contact not just signs, websites and brochures
Become a destination - Sell the experience not just the place
A good first impression – aesthetics and community design

Implementation Matrix
The various recommendations are interrelated and all oriented towards
addressing and reinforcing those two critical elements underlying this planning
effort, namely focusing on unique qualities and enhancing the community setting.
The matrix on pages 93-99 describes and relates the recommendations, and
places them into a suggested implementation timeframe.
Central to the implementation is a local
responsible and coordinating party assuming the
role initiated by Revitalization of Youngsville
(ROY) that formed the nucleus of the
Stakeholders Group, namely a local body
involved in developing and promoting local
heritage tourism. Pragmatics should rule here, in
that as is the case with smaller communities,
there are only so many people to go around. A
local decision, and a critical one at that, is if this role is to be by a separate
individual body or a part of another, such as ROY, Borough, existing community
agency, etc. In addition, the regional nature of this planning effort demands a
regional approach to implementation and some sense of a regional
representation on the coordinating body.
The implementation process is complex and interrelated, and
applying for and receiving a certain amount of public funding. The
be placed before the State Oversight Committee in an effort to
occurs. Central themes are carried forward as an attempt
Youngsville in relation to Route 6 and other regional themes.

depends on
final plan will
see that this
to reinforce

Administrative - Framework/Institutional Issues
A central recommendation critical for follow-up and implementation of the
Heritage Communities Program concept is the institutionalization of a ―Steering
Committee‖ that will be the central focal point for localized tourism activities
recommended in this Plan. In essence, a committee is required for coordination,
monitoring, follow-up, marketing and promotion associated with future Heritage
Communities activities. The Steering Committee is recommended to meet the
following:
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It should be representative and focused, embracing the community, area tourism
resources and focused on furthering the recommendations of this Plan;
It may include various existing groups and committees;
It should also include County and regional planning and development agencies; and
Officially sanctioned by municipal governing bodies.

The Committee is seen as a facilitator and coordinator focused on the
implementation of WorkPlan recommendations and not a ―new agency‖ per se.
Numerous recommendations are suggested to be carried out by other existing
agencies or officials. In these cases, the Committee essentially ―keeps things
moving‖ and/or monitors the community agenda and encourages actions.
Certain recommendations may require the committee to assume a more active
role in implementation. In either case, the Committee also has annual reporting
responsibilities to the Pennsylvania Route 6 Alliance, so that the Alliance is kept
abreast of progress towards carrying out the WorkPlan.
Administrative – Regulatory Issues
Pages 68-71 of this WorkPlan review present and proposed zoning and land use
regulations, as well as a critique of these regulations especially as they relate to
recognized and localized Route 6 heritage resources in relation to Route 6
themes.
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Short-term (first 12 months after adoption)
Recommendation/Action
Town Revitalization
Program

Establishment of
Youngsville Heritage
Community Task Force

Implementation
Category
Physical
Enhancements
Heritage Resource
Development

Description
Initiation of Downtown Revitalization involving
structural & non-structural activities within the Central
Business District and at key gateway locations,
understanding that revitalization is a long-term
process.
o Continue planning/funding resource identification and
construction for planned streetscape enhancement
project with targeted completion prior to the Bicentennial
in 2013. (period type lighting, trees/landscaping,
benches, bike racks, trash receptacles, utility relocation
and intersection/crosswalks)
o Initiate enhanced identification of local resources through
installation of Historic Route 6 Signage (East/West Main
Street in Youngsville and SR 3022 through Irvine, past
Buckaloons onto Rt. 62 intersection) and Installation of
Welcoming Signage at Gateways
o Recruitment efforts – focused on bringing artisans to
live/work in Youngsville – artist incubator
o Focus efforts on seeking a business or local service
organization for reuse of vacant buildings – business
incubator space (monitor future use of bank building)
o Consensus on sites & seek developer(s) for
redevelopment of the East Main Street Area.

Administrative

A formal group building on the activities of the
Stakeholders Group, YABA and ROY, charged with
the coordination & monitoring of achievement of
recommendations
o
o

Will also coordinate with the PA Route 6 Alliance
Task Force should not duplicate work of existing groups
or agencies but be a clearinghouse and formal
organizational capacity to maintain the Rt. 6 tourism
focus.
o Establish/maintain a Facebook page focusing on local
resources (i.e. ROY and activities a& events

Comments
Streetscape project - $4.0 million aesthetics, traffic
calming/safety, sidewalks, utility relocation & street furniture
o E. & W. Main Street between High & Bates and Railroad
Street including Gateway (priority area is Bates-‗Y‘ &
Gateway);
o Survey & Prelim design completed;
o Boro & ROY committed $500,000+ with Boro bond issue
to follow; $1.0 M PCTI Grant awarded in early-2011
Arts recruitment - Linked with Rt. 6 Artisans Trail, PA Wilds
& other efforts focused in visual arts, gifts, crafts. etc.
Historic Route 6 Signage East & West Main Street and
along SR 3022 through Route 62
Gateway Signage Potentially through PA Wilds funding
E Main Street Light industrial reuse of vacant structures;
rear screening required
Former vacant bank building acquired by Northwest Savings
Bank and includes small green space area
Building on the Stakeholders Group membership, develop
and maintain a permanent committee/council/task force
representing a cross-section of Youngsville
ROY develops a Facebook page on Youngsville focusing on
local resources (i.e. ROY activities & events, Brokenstraw,
Wilder, trail development, etc.), photographs, notes,
feedback that is updated maintained by the ROY or
Council/Task Force
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Short-term (first 12 months after adoption) - Continued
Recommendation/Action
Trail Town Enhancements

Implementation
Category
Tourism/Tours
Marketing/Promotion

Description
Mapped tours in WorkPlan (See Local Resources
Map)

Comments
Early-Action project with local connections Island Park and
various Creek points

Complete development of local land trail being East & West Main Street; SR 3022 through Irvine to Route
development by Pastor Rick and establish strategic 62; coordination with National Rt. 6 Association
connections to proposed Youngsville-Warren Trail

Historic and Heritage
Enhancements

Attraction Development

o Access to Irvine in the interest of the Wilder Museum
o Trail head enhancements at Island Park (additional
picnic tables, creek access, etc.)
o Wetland and oil/agricultural interpretation/education at
strategic points
o Complete widening of SR 3022 to enhance the biking
experience along Historic Route 6 Auto/bicycle Route
(existing bicycle Route Y)

Heritage Resource
Development

Efforts to enhance the experience of the Wilder
Museum
o Install Directional Signage as designated in Youngsville
and local in Irving
o Development new streams of Revenue generation
including direct fundraising efforts and requesting
curatorial assistance funding
o Begin to address sustainability issues via strategic
business plan

Tourism/Tours
Marketing/Promotion

Tourism promotions should emphasize ―Good Value‖
of visiting area and efforts towards expanding offerings
o
o

Publically recognizing local famous people through a
―Home Town Heroes‖ program
Expansion of Youngsville Corn Festival to capitalize on
this regional draw

On Route 6 at two interchange areas; PennDOT regulations
preclude signage on Rt. 6 ROW for attractions not on Rt. 6
ROY is partnering with Museum; several church-sponsored
fundraisers have occurred
o Operating hours are being changed (closed until midApril)
o The need for a recurring ―signature event‖ for funding
sustainability was noted
o Strategic planning need not be prolonged or expensive
Following example used elsewhere would directly tie into the
defense industry heritage of the area
Addition activities oriented towards increasing male
participation, including a sanctioned turkey calling contest
o Reinforces and builds on agricultural heritage
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Mid-term (1-5 years)
Recommendation/Action
Town Revitalization
Program

Implementation
Category
Physical
Enhancements
Heritage Resource
Development

Description
Continuation of Downtown Revitalization involving
structural & non-structural activities within the Central
Business District and at key gateway locations,
understanding that revitalization is a long-term
process
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Begin Streetscape construction with aesthetics, traffic
calming/safety, sidewalks, utility relocation & street
furniture
Rt 6 Bypass Enhancements – Screening and building
reuse
Façade enhancements/maintenance (15+/-storefronts)
In –town development projects: Theatre reuse – multi
and mixed use; Demolition – open up Creek; IOOF
Building as a residential reuse
Continue artisan recruitment efforts focused on bringing
artisans to live/work in Youngsville – create artist
incubator space
Begin coordinated recruitment efforts of regional
business to attract them to Youngsville
Initiate enhanced identification of local attractions and
assets through a wayfinding signage program.
Install an Information Kiosk (partially manned)

Comments
Continuation of $4.0 million aesthetics, traffic calming/safety,
sidewalks, utility relocation & street furniture
E. & W. Main Street between High & Bates and Railroad
Street including Gateway (priority area is Bates-‗Y‘ &
Gateway);
Additional funding sources to be identified/accessed,
including a range of state/local public and private funds
up to $3.5 million
Other enhancements:
o Strategic locations – visual & building reuse or
demolition including select locations in downtown and
along Route 6
o Consider a mural on a wall of the Quality Market or other
visible location
o Façade enhancements via Main Street program and
private funds
o In-town non-subsidized residential development as
reuse to existing theatre, upper floors and other
buildings
o Recruitment alternative is the development of
speculative commercial space
o Arts incubator linked with Rt. 6 Artisans Trail, PA Wilds &
other efforts focused in visual arts, gifts, crafts. etc. in
vacant building between College & E. Main Streets
o Farm market, baked goods, antiques, outfitters, inn/B&B,
dining, amusement & recreation
o Linking all nature- and cultural resources via signage
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Mid-term (1-5 years)
Recommendation/Action
Continuation - Town
Revitalization Program

Implementation
Category
Tourism/Tours
Marketing/Promotion

Description
Continue development of the Local Loop Trail
o Complete Island Park Trail Head enhancements
o Install Interpretive along the Pastor‘s Rick trail segment
o Establish connection to Youngsville-Warren to create an
access to Irvine

Install signage and interpretive panels along the Old
Pittsfield Road Auto/Bicycle Trail
Work towards establishing and enhancing Youngsville
connections to local waterways
o
o

Historic and Heritage
Enhancements

Heritage Resource
Development

Establish Brokenstraw Creek Water Trail between
Garland and Youngsville
Enhance connections with the Allegheny River Water
Trail through additional water access points and
information/interpretive panels.

Create a heritage information connection link with the
Wilder Museum by installing a map/information with
information about Youngsville in the Museum
Start a window replacement program at the Wilder
Museum
Complete a Historic District review of potentially
historic structures prior to them being altered and
thereby negating their potential listing

Comments
Includes additional picnic tables, creek access, comfort
facilities and others
Includes interpretive panels for local oil, agricultural &
wetland education/interpretation; trail also provides
venue for fishing and interpreting the fishing heritage of
the area
Between Garland to Youngsville with Creek access
points; use and access must be cognizant of adjacent
property ownership
Water access points, information kiosks & interpretive
panels; part of large regional trail concept

Install smaller window openings and some window
openings to be covered (helps preserve some exhibits)
o
o
o
o

Estimated cost at $100,000
Potential for piecemeal replacement under individual
sponsorships
Public funding via PHMC
Explore energy savings incentive programs

Field work during HCP suggests that many potentially
historic structures have been altered, sided, etc.,
thereby negating potential listing
o McKinney House (not on NR) seen as ―historic‖ and
present owner may be moving
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Mid-term (1-5 years)
Recommendation/Action
Attraction Development

Youngsville Heritage
Community Task Force

Implementation
Category
Tourism/Tours
Marketing/Promotion

Administrative

Description
Expanded and continued development of local
attractions
o Water tubing along Brokenstraw Creek
o Designate a public fly fishing area along Pastor
Ricks segment of the Loop Trail
o Proposed Musarium
o Water related activities along the Allegheny River

Develop and maintain regional/Local marketing and
promotion campaigns

Comments
Coordination with current and/or future outfitters,
equipment rental providers & State agencies
Interest in designation of fly fishing area; Loop Trail
provides areas for fishing on south bank and includes
relatively few property owners
Continued support for the Allegheny Musarium and
other nature/water-based resources in the larger region
ROY/YABA on behalf of the Council/Task Force
develops two local marketing/promotional efforts
o

Web presence and maintenance (on Youngsville.org or
alternate site) identifying local tourism resources,
augmenting regional and local information already on
site
o Development of local brochure/card bringing together
information of area resources and attractions
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Long- term (6-10 years)
Recommendation/Action
Completion - Town
Revitalization Program

Trail Town Enhancements
Historic and Heritage
Enhancements

Implementation
Category
Physical
Enhancements
Heritage Resource
Development

Tourism/Tours
Marketing/Promotion
Heritage Resource
Development

Description
Last phases Downtown Revitalization completing
structural activities and strengthening/ restructuring
the orientation of the Central Business District
1. Complete enhancements along Route 6 Bypass
2. Identify development partner and have work started on
redevelopment projects along Railroad Street and E.
Main Street; and along East and West Main Street
3. Residential Revitalization – East & West Main St.
4. Implement plan for parking along rear of East & West
Main Street redevelopment areas

Begin planning for the Youngsville-Titusville Trail and
the system Tidioute Trail systems
Have in place technical & curatorial assistance for
installing for interactive exhibits
Hunting and Fishing Heritage enhancement

Comments
Strategic locations – visual & building reuse or
demolition
o
o

Hotel as Commercial/Office (on market at $95,000
during HCP planning phase)
Various vacant/tarped buildings as Retail; development
partner needed

Farm market, baked goods, antiques, outfitters,
inn/B&B, dining, amusement & recreation
Volunteer efforts with corporate sponsors and EOC
Weatherization; E. & W. Main Street ―edges‖
These trails represent a significant part of the larger
regional trail concept
Work with Warren County Chamber of Business and
Industry, Hunting and Fishing Museum Board of
Director and other agencies in the consideration of
sites in the greater Youngsville Area as a location for a
proposed Hunting and Fishing Heritage Center
1. Reinforces the trail town/nature tourism orientation
2. Provides additional opportunities to ―slow down‖
visitors
3. May key into proposed trails and auto tours
4. Ties in with outdoor sporting tradition (i.e. numerous
trap shooting clubs, fishing community, sportsman
organizations, etc.)
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Long- term (6-10 years)

Recommendation/Action
Attraction Development

Youngsville Heritage
Community Task Force

Implementation
Category
Tourism/Tours
Marketing/Promotion

Description
Have in place a plan of action for the reuse of the Ski
Lodge

Administrative

Have fully developed ―Zip Line‖ concept in place as
part of an overall snow tubing area at the former ski
slopes
Regional and local marketing and promotions

Comments
Chalet style restaurant with tubing area & cross-country
skiing areas; Need to ascertain intention of present
owner
Snow tubing area and/or Brokenstraw Creek as part of
―trail town‖ concept
Maintain long-term relationships – formal & informal –
with WCCBI, WC Visitors Bureau, ANF, PA Wilds &
other promotion agencies
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Summary of Recommendations
The graphics on pages 102-104 help depict the recommendations that are
appropriately graphically illustrated, cutting across the categories included in the
Implementation Matrix on the previous pages.
Regional Tourism and Heritage Map
The
graphic
on
page
102
summarizes
existing
tourism
resources as well as suggested
resources, including the Buckaloons,
the Rouse Estate, the Wilder
Museum, the Warren County Visitors
Bureau and nearby Warren/Kinzua
resources, as well as the suggested
Historic Route 6 Route, various and
other
community
or
tourism
resources,
The
existing
and
proposed resources are alluded to in
the recommendations matrix.
The types of visitors the planning process feels that may be attracted cuts across
interest and age groups, embracing travellers with interest in nature heritage, arts
aficionados, cyclists, river recreation enthusiasts and revellers at one of the many
area festivals and events
Youngsville Borough Revitalization Concept Map
Revitalization recommendations on
page 103 are premised on
enhancing
Youngsville
as
a
welcoming and pedestrian-friendly
shopping area for these varied
travellers and vistors. Key among
them are the streetscape and other
aesthetic enhancements along East
and West Main Streets, Gateway
enhancements on Railroad Street,
better access and ―opening up‖ of
the Brokenstraw Creek in town, a
multi-use/reuse of buildings fronting
the Creek, an Artists Incubator, a recreational/interpretive Local Trail and the
designation of East and West Main Streets as Historic Route 6. In addition,
certain directional signage enhancements are suggested as an early-action item
to immediately make East and West Main Street more accessible and
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recognizable to the Route 6 Bypass traveler, while the sscreening enhancements
along the Route 6 Bypass creates a visual barrier between the rear of East Main
Street establishments and homes and the heavily travelled Route 6 Bypass.
Youngsville Regional Trail Connections
The WorkPlan makes a conscious effort to
reinforce the Greenways recommendation that
Youngsville become a ―Trail Town‖, a
designation shared with Warren and Tidioute
among others. As such, these towns become
service areas for and supportive of those using
the land and water trails, identified on page 104.
This role also slows people down, getting them
to stay in the general area overnight, dine, relax
and venture on and off of trails and Route 6,
remembering an overnight visitor outspends a
day vistor by three times. The graphic also
shows a number of proposed or existing
automobile, bicycle, or water tours.
The
objective of the tours is to ―slow people down‖
so they spend more time exploring the
connections afforded by the trail linkages,
remembering that surface waters such as the
Allegheny River and the Brokenstraw Creek are water trails as well. The
linkages connect a number of regional resources and feature connections with
PA Route 6 but still have Youngsville as a focal point.







A land trail connection among Youngsville, Titusville and Oil City;
A local Brokenstraw Creek Water Trail with potential access points
between Garland and Youngsville;
A Youngsville-Warren Trail connecting Youngsville with the resources of
Warren, and vice versa;
An ambitious land and water trail system connecting Youngsville, Warren,
the Buckaloons, various public recreation areas, Tidioute and ultimately
Oil City focused on the scenic Allegheny River; and
The local loop trail in Youngsville itself.

Trail development is incremental requiring patience and perserverence, typically
accomplished one segment at a time. The connection and linkages are certainly
long-term activities and projects that will figuratively breathe life into the term
―Trail Town‖ for Youngsville and other so designated communities.
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Interpretive Planning Statement – What Makes Youngsville Unique?
The final step of the Heritage Communities Planning effort is the development of
Planning Statements that (1) embody the local heritage tourism effort and (2)
relate this heritage to the identified six themes of the Pennsylvania Route 6
Corridor, which include The Warrior‘s Road, Natural Opportunities, The
Engineer‘s Challenge, New Beginnings and Safe Havens, Visionaries, Achievers
and Social Entrepreneurs and Outdoor Enthusiast‘s Paradise. Popular
engagement and discussions during the planning process included all of the
Route 6 themes:






A Warrior’s Road: Several persons and heritage
factors contribute to this Route 6 theme, one of
which goes back to the very early settlement of the
region. General William Irvine surveyed the
―donation lands‖ that were distributed to veterans
following the American Revolution and bought land
that was developed by his son and grandson. His
family is critical to the area‘s history. Clinton Wilder
started National Forge and Ordnance, which
continues in operation today and is now known as
Ellwood National Forge. Stakeholders noted that
this operation produced armaments for every military
conflict between WWI and the Iraq War. Of course,
prior to this epoch there was a long Native American heritage with
Cornplanter and the Iroquois and various engagements with white settlers.
Natural Opportunities: Wood products the River and the Creek, and the
discovery and extraction of oil and gas were seen as importance components
of how the natural resources of the region were marketed and part of its
economic heritage. In addition, there are community and economic impacts
associated with the burgeoning nature tourism resources in the region.
The Engineers Challenge: The forest railroads that were once critical in
exploiting the forest resources were noted by local residents as an example of
this theme, although remnants may be the remaining rights-of-way. The
Lumber Heritage Region’s Interpretive Plan identifies
the Buckaloons area as part of the ―Early Days in
Lumber Industry Tour‖. The oil and gas industry,
which began in northwestern Pennsylvania, was the
result of overcoming considerable engineering
challenges and remains critical in many places
today, including the Youngsville area.
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New Beginnings and Safe
Havens: The legacy of
Henry R. Rouse lives on
through the services of the
Rouse
Estate,
which
served
as
an
early
example of a house for the
poor. The ―old‖ Rouse
buildings which served for over 100 years as the county poor farm have been
replaced by ―The Rouse Home,‖ a 189 bed nursing facility, an assisted living
community and the Rouse Children‘s Center, a child daycare facility open to
the public. Locals also alluded to an Underground Railroad heritage, which
has been identified as a Tour focused on nearby Sugar Grove in the Lumber
Heritage Region’s Interpretive Plan.
Visionaries, Achievers and Social Entrepreneurs: Of course,
the stories and contributions of Henry R. Rouse to the early
commercial base and community life of the community and
County is important to the identity of both the community and
larger region. Rouse was a mover and shaker in the lumber
and early oil industry, and his death-bed bequest earned him
honors and a legacy in philanthropy.
Outdoor Enthusiasts Paradise: Clearly seen as a key theme to the
community, involving the Allegheny River,
Brokenstraw Creek, Allegheny National
Forest, Chapman State Park and State Game
Lands that together offer numerous hunting,
fishing, hiking, boating, swimming and winter
sporting opportunities. Increasing interest in
River
usage,
outfitting
and
general
appreciation was noted at various workshops
during the planning process.

In tourism, a brand is how a place is perceived. That perception may be
reinforced by a logo or slogan. A brand is also a promise, one that is ―delivered
on‖ via certain attractions, activities and resources. This promise may create
expectations and impressions among the public. A brand is also a reputation
that is earned, good or bad, over a period of time and it is not invented overnight
or even ―rolled out‖. Slogans, advertisements and logos merely get the word out
about the brand. In tourism, brands should relate to activities and experiences,
and just as they are in well-recognized products, tourism brands should be rather
unique. In essence they deal with what makes the community unique, what
makes one drive here, stop here and stay here?
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Brand recognition and other reactions are created by the accumulation of
experiences with the specific product or service. Some marketers distinguish the
psychological aspect of a brand from the experiential aspect. The experiential
aspect consists of the sum of all points of contact with the brand and is known as
the brand experience. The psychological aspect, sometimes referred to as the
brand image, is a symbolic construct created within the minds of people and
consists of all the information and expectations associated with a product or
service. Thus, a brand really resides within the hearts and minds of customers,
clients, and, in this case, tourists. It is the sum total of their experiences and
perceptions, some of which you can influence, and some that you cannot.
Destination Development International has developed a listing of ―phrases to
avoid‖, and includes such words as explore, discover, unlike anywhere else,
so much to see and do, best kept secret, gateway (to somewhere), close to
everywhere/everything, purely natural (or other play on the word natural), fun for
the whole family, retire here, and the apparent ―grand-daddy of them all‖ - a
great place to live, work and play (reportedly used by 3,500 +/- communities).
The message here is simple, stay away from the generic and focus on what
makes Youngsville special.
The Youngsville Brand
The relationship among the community, the
highway and the natural environment defines the
Youngsville Brand. The traveling public may have
bypassed Youngsville and may not have looked at
it as a pleasant stopover, a place to shop or a
place to appreciate (and buy) art items. The
physical enhancements proposed as well as a
closer relationship with and appreciation of the
Brokenstraw Creek attempts to enhance the brand, and a deliberate effort is
made to get people to get off the Bypass. The suggested Loop Tours reinforce
the role of the community as a ―village center‖ of sorts, abutting the Creek, near a
major recreational River, having a vibrant nucleus of local artisans and near
numerous outdoor activities and passive recreational venues. All tours begin and
end in Youngsville and connect many resources to this identified ―trail town‖.
People may be just passing through, visiting ANF or other nearby resources,
visiting relatives and friends or among the growing number of Route 6 tourists.
Youngsville needs to answer the question what can I get in Youngsville that I
can‘t get somewhere else?
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Marketing and Hospitality Planning Statement
The Youngsville community should focus its respective uniqueness to attract the
traveling public and strengthen itself as a destination. While the location among
various natural and environmental features, the cultural heritage and the small
town quaintness is a reality, the question still begs, ―What can a traveler get in
Youngsville that they cannot find in their own backyard?‖ This WorkPlan
identifies these unique qualities and Youngsville‘s attractions and resources
should be on the tips of every townsperson‘s tongue. Identified early on in the
planning process was the need to provide information on local and regional
attractions in a consistent location. Information should be easily available on how
to get to a given attraction or activity, the best way to experience it, and the
history or story related to the attraction.


Wayfinding signage should be incorporated into the plan and be part of the
informational system; it should be easy to read and congruent throughout
community.



The theme and its coordinated message should be center to a localized marketing
and promotion effort that is at the same time coordinated with other regional efforts.
In this case, it includes the Warren County Visitors Bureau, as well as the PA Route
6 Alliance. Cross promotion of events and attractions should be both communitywide and regionally based.

Recognizing the relationship between Youngsville and the larger region is
important in marketing. Youngsville is a part of a rich arts, cultural, river and
outdoors tourism resources of the larger region. The matrix includes a number of
recommendations on getting these messages out. Identified in the planning
project was the need to provide information on local and regional attractions in
consistent and convenient locations. In the mid- and long-term, the WorkPlan
identifies the need for participate in local and regional marketing and promotional
efforts.
Regional and Local Promotions
The WorkPlan suggests a combined effort that both ties in with those of the
Warren County Visitors Bureau and further develops local promotional efforts.
Websites continue to grow in importance in tourism promotions, and the
recommendations in the Implementation Matrix reflect this.




Youngsville should be active in the promotions of the Warren County Visitors
Bureau, with possible representation on the Board of Directors. This arrangement will
afford the community the opportunity to participate in other state, regional and local
efforts.
Create a multi-day itinerary using the Loop Tours as the unifying force for activities
and visits to the area. The tours bring together the community and the experiences
and resources of the larger region. In all cases, the experience not necessarily the
locations/towns should be emphasized.
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The itinerary should be posted on the www.youngsvillepa.org website and provided
to all local and regional marketing affiliates.
Incorporate National Tourism Week (1st full week of May) into the school curriculum
by inviting business owners, Warren County Visitors Bureau staff and local tourism
experts to speak about the importance of tourism to high school students.
Coordinate with the Youngsville Area School District in the development of
curriculum for a local history course.
Informational kiosks at strategic locations including Island Park, the Wilder Museum,
the Buckaloons, etc.
Highlight successful businesses through an awards and recognition program.
Maintain participation in the Litter Index in the Keep America Beautiful Program.

Cross Promotions
Businesses should be encouraged to cross promote their products, services and
offerings.





Local accommodations and attractions are recommended to agree on joint
packaging, even cooperatively advertising their product. Attractions should not be
limited to physical places. Guide services, artisans and other specialists can offer
their services or learning experiences to lodging guests.
Promotions are recommended to reflect the themes noted in the Implementation
Matrix.
Certain events and attractions draw sizable crowds, giving the opportunity to connect
to those events and attractions and offer something downtown to attract the visitor.
For example, special sales and activities coinciding with these signature events.

Web Presence
In addition to web-based tourism promotions, a greater presence of 198+/County tourism resources on searchable websites, since many are not on
existing bases or are not searchable to small community level. These include no
less than:




63 accommodations/food services
27 arts, entertainment and recreation providers
108 tourism-oriented retail establishments

Wayfinding Planning Statement
Planning by the Pennsylvania Tourism Office‘s notes the importance of installing
tourist-friendly signage as part of a tourism development and promotion effort. A
relatively new approach has been developed that replaces the Tourism-Oriented
Directional Signage on State highways. The State signage will let people know
where they are (i.e. identify regions, local communities and attractions).
Wayfinding signing at a local level is a way to provide a systematic network of
directional signs to guide the traveling public from major highway gateways to
key civic, cultural, regional and commercial destinations using the minimum
number of signs. It is designed to coincide with regional tourism marketing. A
common signing program for the multi-municipal region was a recommendation
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that grew out of the public participation process for this Heritage Communities
Program. A few guiding principles for wayfinding are summarized below:






Wayfinding needs are best resolved during initial planning stages through a
collaborative effort by all design professionals, architects, designers and sign
makers, to address a project's total environmental communication.
Graphics, such as signs, color-coding, maps, banners, brochures and Websites,
provide orientation, direction, identification and regulatory information.
Provide standardized "you are here" maps of the project that include an overall map
of the complex and more detailed maps of specific areas.
Local tourism resources should be designated by directional signage that includes a
common logo, directional arrow and distance.

The challenges to current resource signing in general include lack of uniformity,
message overload, sign redundancy, poor image for tourists, lack of
effectiveness/prioritization, lack of background context, and lack of maintenance.
Signage System
Color/symbol coded resource signage for the resources, keyed to the following
groups:







Natural/Environmental resources– public and private sites
Sporting resources – fishing, cycling, ATV, hiking, swimming, boating, etc.
Community Life resources – churches, library, etc.
Industrial/Commercial resources – past/present businesses and sites
Historic Sites – museums, architecturally significant buildings, etc.
Tourism Services resources – visitors centers, accommodations and food services,
tourism-oriented retail/services, etc.

Locally eligible attractions typically included in wayfinding efforts are summarized
as follows:








commercial attractions such as the East & West Main Street business district, the
Allegheny Artistry Gallery and Gift Shop and other signature specialty shopping;
cultural/historical attractions such as the Library, the Wilder Museum, Youngsville
Area Schools etc.;
historical/architectural attractions such as the Irvine
United Presbyterian Church;
recreational attractions such as campgrounds, boat
launch area, trails and other nearby ANF resources,
Island Park, Brokenstraw Valley Swimming Pool and
Hilltop Recreation Area;
tourist services such as the Warren County Visitor‘s
Bureau nearby on Route 6; and
transportation facilities such as the pre-Bypass route
of Route 6, historic bridges, river access points, etc.

Typically, signed attractions shall be open to all persons regardless of race,
color, religion, ancestry, sex, age or handicap; be clean and pleasing in
appearance, maintained in good repair; and comply with all applicable code
regulations and statutes for public accommodations; be open to the general
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public a minimum of 30 days per calendar year; and provide sufficient parking
and an on-premise sign readily visible from the highway. Signage efforts should
consider a signage partnership with attractions benefiting to meet installation,
design and maintenance costs.
Heritage Resource Development/Community Needs Planning Statement
Physical improvements alone will not
assure success in the Youngsville area
becoming better tourist destinations;
however their role in establishing and
reinforcing the community context should
not be underestimated. Input gained from
community workshops, the charrette, the
Business Survey and the Stakeholder
Group meetings all suggested that appearance was an issue and resolving it is a
priority for Youngsville. Youngsville‘s involvement in aesthetic improvements
predates the Heritage Community Program planning, with a conceptual design
prepared for ROY by the firm EC&G, Inc., with inserts reproduced here to assist
descriptions.
This WorkPlan proposes a number of community and
developmental initiatives that not only make these communities better places to
visit but a better place in which to live. These strategic enhancements attempt to
improve the visual quality and ―lure concept‖ by concentrating activities that
reinforce the unique qualities of the community. Based on the review of input,
discussion and field conditions, the development and community
recommendations focus on the following:


Downtown revitalization efforts in the form of traditional ―Main Street-types‖ of
activities, particularly in the form of a major streetscape project (i.e. sidewalks,
intersection cross-walks, lighting, tree placement, utility relocation, etc.), select
commercial façade upgrades, period and other Physical Enhancement components
identified on the implementation matrix;

Source: Youngsville Revitalization and Economic Redevelopment: Enhancement Plan, EC&G, Inc., 2008.
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Gateway enhancements at the visible and critical Railroad Street Intersection along
the Route 6 Bypass and immediate environs providing a welcoming point, as
identified on the implementation matrix;

Source: Youngsville Revitalization and Economic Redevelopment: Enhancement Plan, EC&G, Inc., 2008.


Adopting the Trail Town concept as recommended
involving short- through long-term improvements as
identified ion the implementation matrix, with the Local
Loop Trail along Brokenstraw Creek (segment pictured to
right) being an early-action item. Other segments are
more long-term in nature connecting Youngsville with
Warren, Titusville, Tidioute, Oil City and other
communities by land and by water. Trail development is inherent in the Trail Town
concept, while reinforcing the connection between Youngsville and the many natural
resources;



Designation and signage identifying West and East Main Streets
and the remainder of SR 3022 through historic Irvine to Route 62
as Historic Route 6 is identified as a short-term recommendation
on the matrix. Many communities nationwide have either
considered signing historic segments that may not presently be
on US Route 6, or are actively considering this. The U.S. Route
6 Tourist Association is encouraging communities along
segments that existed in the mid-1950‘s to designate them with
signage similar to that pictured on the right;



During
the
planning
charrette
arts-related
recommendation
gained
popularity
whereby
Youngsville was suggested to approach revitalization
by building on the strength of its ―arts infrastructure‖,
complementing the existing Allegheny Artistry
Gallery and Gift Shop with an artist‘s incubator
(building to the right discussed) that would be the
focal point of an artist recruitment effort and a mural
at a visible location(s) and related arts activities;
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Heritage development activities are
both regional and local.
The
enhancement
and
financial
sustainability of the Wilder Museum is
seen as a critical mid-term activity, with
Window replacement is seen as
important as both a capital and operating expense issue, while enhanced linkages
(i.e. mapping, brochures, information, etc.) mutual benefits between the community
and the museum would have mutual benefits. The community has and is expected to
continue to works towards the financial sustainability of the museum, a circumstance
being faced among many small and large museums in the present economic and
state funding climate.



The streetscape and artists incubator are critical
portions of a downtown revitalization effort, and the
WorkPlan recommends an activity that builds on these
and serves to open up access to and recognition of the
Brokenstraw Creek in the business area. This involves
the reuse of the historic former theatre and nearby
buildings as a multi-use (commercial/residential)
complex while affording public space along the Creek;
and



During the planning process, there seemed to be
general agreement on the need to develop additional
attractions in the Youngsville area, reflective of local
characteristics and meeting local needs. The former
Ski Lodge (pictured to the right), which is near to and
visible from the Route 6 Bypass, was seen as a
key element in long-term attraction development.
As a restaurant and as a part of a winter reuse for
the former skiing area.
Reuses mentioned
included snow tubing and a zip-line, with examples
from other locales reproduced as well.
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Select Funding Sources
Given their relevance and significance, a few descriptive remarks on a number of
State programs are in order. As noted earlier, Youngsville is in a regional Main
Street program in Warren County.
Main Street
According to the National Trust for Historic Preservation Main Street Center, the
Main Street approach includes the following:








Organization involves getting everyone working toward the same goal and
assembling the appropriate human and financial resources to implement a Main
Street revitalization program. A governing board and standing committees make up
the fundamental organizational structure of the volunteer-driven program.
Promotion sells a positive image of the commercial district and encourages
consumers and investors to live, work, shop, play and invest in the Main Street
district. By marketing a district's unique characteristics to residents, investors,
business owners, and visitors, an effective promotional strategy forges a positive
image through advertising, retail promotional activity, special events, and marketing
campaigns carried out by local volunteers.
Design means getting Main Street into top physical shape. Capitalizing on its best
assets — such as historic buildings and pedestrian-oriented streets — is just part of
the story. An inviting atmosphere, created through attractive window displays,
parking areas, building improvements, street furniture, signs, sidewalks, street lights,
and landscaping, conveys a positive visual message about the commercial district
and what it has to offer.
Economic Restructuring strengthens a community's existing economic assets while
expanding and diversifying its economic base. The Main Street program helps
sharpen the competitiveness of existing business owners and converting unused or
underused commercial space into economically productive property also helps boost
the profitability of the district.

Many communities focus on the design phase that is understandable (and
important) but there is more to the process. The Main Street Approach is
predicated on the following:






Emphasis on Multi-Functional Uses: Downtowns have always housed a wide variety
of functions, such as shopping, services, professional offices, hotels, churches,
housing, entertainment, the arts, libraries, dining, government offices, and more.
Different functions bring different types of people downtown at different times of the
day and week, thereby increasing the volume and distribution of downtown activity
levels.
Enhancement of Sense of Place: Most downtown development efforts now recognize
the value of possessing a strong sense of place. A sense of place serves to create
an inviting downtown that encourages people to linger and is distinctive from other
settings that suffer from generic settings (i.e., shopping malls, big box retailers, strip
malls).
Use of Private/Public Partnerships: The partnering of private and public interests and
resources has become a dominant feature of successful downtown development. An
active and well-organized downtown association can help downtown businesses and
property owners work together towards their mutual benefit, serve as a unified voice
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representing downtown interests, and engage in marketing, promotions, business
recruitment, and event coordination.
Attention to Promotional Activities: The promotion of downtown attractions,
businesses, and events has become a major dimension of downtown development
today. Promotions are usually spearheaded by the downtown organization.

The following list outlines some of the categories of activities that can be funded
through the Main Street Program in Pennsylvania.






Façade Improvement Grants - Main Street designation participants may apply for a
maximum grant of $30,000 for design assistance in each of the second, third, fourth
and fifth years of their designation. Non-designated communities may develop a
local Façade Improvement program that at a minimum matches the DCED grant
dollar-for-dollar with locally-generated funds. Investments by individual property
owners may. The total recommended maximum Façade Improvement grant per
property owner should not exceed $5,000 per property.
Anchor Building Grants – Renovations to a significant downtown building usually
provided as a grant to the applicant and as a loan to the developer. Funding
assistance is available up to $500,000 covering up to 30% of the total project cost.
Downtown Reinvestment Grants – Acquisition or rehabilitation of commercial
structures, improving public sites in a commercial target area, streetscape projects,
and other construction costs determined to be a part of a larger project necessary for
the revitalization of a downtown area.
Funding assistance is available up to
$500,000 with a 50% match required.

Youngsville is encouraged to continue to work within the Main Street Program
and its philosophical approach, which directly reinforces the goals and thrust of
the Heritage Communities Program.
Elm Street Approach
Elm Street is similar DCED program, primarily involved in residential
revitalization, with the following goals:





Revitalization of residential corridors that approach the downtown commercial
districts by improving exterior appearance of buildings and streetscape;
Formalize the connection between the residential neighborhoods and downtown
revitalization;
Prevent neighborhood decline by developing a plan that includes a sustainable
community organization that will implement the 5-year strategy; and
Assist municipalities in preparing and implementing a revitalization strategy in
proximity to a Main Street Program/commercial district.

The reasoning behind the program is that our restored downtown commercial
areas will be far more attractive to visitors and customers if the neighborhoods
adjacent to them are just as appealing. Elm Street follows a five-point approach
(i.e. organization, promotion, design, clean/green/safe activities and
neighborhood restructuring) similar to the Main Street four-point approach. In the
case of Youngsville the extended streetscape enhancements along the more
residential/mixed-use sections of West and East Main Streets pose opportunities
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for a concerted Elm Street or Residential Revitalization approach that offers
financial incentives for minor exterior revitalization and associated streetscape
enhancements. The Residential Reinvestment Grant portion of the program may
be used to carry out physical improvements within an established residential
neighborhood that is characterized as follows:






within ½ mile from a commercial district
pedestrian-oriented and dominated by traditional older buildings, preferably within a
local historic district or National Registered Historic District which has existed as a
residential neighborhood since before 1961
in need of revitalization
there is a connection between the planned activity and the downtown or the Main
Street revitalization the community must have an acceptable Comprehensive
Strategic Plan in place that includes the proposed project as a priority.

In the past, typical Elm Street grant sizes have been in the range from $50,000 to

$250,000 but could be higher depending on the project and other factors.
Leveraging with other funds makes the project more competitive. Overall,
eligible activities are projects that help eliminate decline within the community's
traditional residential district and may include









Infrastructure and structural improvements including but not limited to streets, street
lights, trees, exteriors of buildings and sidewalks or other pedestrian oriented
features.
Structural improvements of buildings for mixed use;
Acquisition of properties that could have historical significance through a subsidized
loan program in conjunction with local financial institutions to encourage increased
home ownership;
Facade improvement grants for exteriors, such as painting, siding, coverings, design
assistance, and historically accurate improvements, limited to $5,000 per property.
Façade improvements are possible for non-residential buildings and rental properties
but must be matched. There are some matching requirements for homeowners
whose income is 115% of the median income for the community.
Other activities including acquisition, demolition, code violation,
corrections and
improvements, emergency housing repairs, ADA ramps, passive ―pocket parks‖ and
others.

Budgetary cuts and resulting pressures have combined to make competition for
these Main and Elm Street activities extremely keen.
Land Use Planning and Technical Assistance Program (LUPTAP)
This program provides funds for the preparation of community comprehensive
plans and the land use/land development ordinances to implement them. Typical
uses include preparing and updating of comprehensive community development
plans, policies and implementing mechanisms such as zoning ordinances,
subdivision regulations, functional plans such as downtown revitalization, water
resource plans and land development regulations. While there are no minimum
or maximum amounts, a 50% match required. In addition, priority is given to any
county government acting on behalf of its municipalities, any group of two or
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more municipalities, or a body authorized to act on behalf of two or more
municipalities. Given recent budgetary cuts, competition for very limited LUPTAP
funding is extremely intense.
PA DCNR Trails Programs
The Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR)
administers various programs of relevance to the types identified in this Plan.
These potential resources include the following programs administered by the
DCNR Bureau of Recreation and Conservation:








C2P2 Community Recreation and Conservation: Community Recreation and
Conservation grants are awarded to municipalities and authorized nonprofit
organizations for recreation, park and conservation projects. These include the
rehabilitation and new development of parks and recreation facilities (development
projects); acquisition of land for active or passive park and conservation purposes
(acquisition projects); and planning for feasibility studies, trails studies, conservation
plans, site development planning, and comprehensive recreation, greenway and
open space planning . Most projects require a 50% match except for some technical
assistance grants and development projects eligible as small community projects
whose total project cost is $60,000 or less. The small community development
projects provide a municipal applicant with a population of 5,000 or less with an
alternate method of funding with a focus on playground rehabilitation to meet current
safety and accessibility standards.
C2P2 Land Trust Projects: Land Trust grants are awarded to plan for and acquire
open space, critical habitat and natural areas. Eligible applicants include prequalified land trusts and conservancies. Land trust projects require a 50% cash
match and/or land donation value. Priority is given to protecting critical habitat.
C2P2 Pennsylvania Recreational Trails: Eligible applicants include Federal and
state agencies, local governments, appropriate/authorized organizations and forprofit enterprises.
o Funding Distribution – 30% of the money received annually must be for uses
related to motorized recreation, 30% for uses related to non-motorized
recreation and 40% to facilitate diverse recreational trail use within a
recreational trail corridor.
o Matching - Funding assistance is an 80/20 matching ratio, except for
acquisition projects, which will be a 50/50 matching ratio.
o Eligible Costs – Funds may be used for Maintenance and Restoration of
existing recreational trails; Development and Rehabilitation of trail-side and
trail-head facilities and trail linkages for recreational trails; Purchase and
Lease of recreational trail construction and maintenance equipment;
Construction of new recreational trails; Acquisition of Easements/Fee Simple
Title to Property for Trails; and Operation of Educational Programs to
promote safety and environmental protection related to trails (limited to 5% of
available funds).
C2P2 Rails-to-Trails: Projects under this type involve the development of studies
(feasibility, master site development and special purpose), land acquisition, and the
development of abandoned railroad rights-of-way for trail purposes under rail
banking. Development includes construction of trails and associated structures, as
well as support facilities, such as trail heads, access roads, parking areas,
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interpretive facilities and comfort facilities. Related facilities, such as walks, lighting,
landscaping and signage for trail use, are eligible.
C2P2 Snowmobile/ATV: Snowmobile/All Terrain Vehicle grants are awarded to
assist with the planning, acquisition, construction, renovation and maintenance of
areas and facilities for snowmobile and all terrain vehicle (ATV) use, the purchase or
lease of equipment for construction and maintenance for such work and
development of educational materials and programs. Special Requirements and
Conditions
o Eligible development projects on lands not owned by the Commonwealth –
Funding assistance is available to municipalities, profit and nonprofit
organizations for the construction, rehabilitation, and maintenance of
snowmobile and ATV trails.
o Eligible development on lands owned by the Commonwealth – Funding
assistance is available only to profit and non-profit organizations (not
municipalities), for rehabilitation and maintenance (not construction) of
existing snowmobile and/or ATV trails on property owned by the
Commonwealth (e.g. State Parks, State Forests).
o Funding assistance, for all but acquisition project, is an 80% Commonwealth
and 20% grantee matching ratio while the ration for acquisition is 50/50.
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